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ABSTRACT
EVOLUTIONARY POLYMORPHIC NEURAL NETWORKS IN
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING MODELING
by
Li Gao

Evolutionary Polymorphic Neural Network (EPNN) is a novel approach to modeling
chemical, biochemical and physical processes. This approach has its basis in modern
artificial intelligence, especially neural networks and evolutionary computing. EPNN
can perform networked symbolic regressions for input-output data, while providing
information about both the structure and complexity of a process during its own
evolution.
In this work three different processes are modeled: 1. A dynamic neutralization process. 2. An aqueous two-phase system. 3. Reduction of a biodegradation
model. In all three cases, EPNN shows better or at least equal performances over
published data than traditional thermodynamics/transport or neural network models. Furthermore, in those cases where traditional modeling parameters are difficult
to determine, EPNN can be used as an auxiliary tool to produce equivalent empirical
formulae for the target process.
• Feedback links in EPNN network can be formed through training (evolution)
to perform multiple steps ahead predictions for dynamic nonlinear systems.
• Unlike existing applications combining neural networks and genetic algorithms,
symbolic formulae can be extracted from EPNN modeling results for further
theoretical analysis and process optimization.
• EPNN system can also be used for data prediction tuning. In which case, only
a minimum number of initial system conditions need to be adjusted. Therefore,

the network structure of EPNN is more flexible and adaptable than traditional
neural networks.
• Due to the polymorphic and evolutionary nature of the EPNN system, the
initially randomized values of constants in EPNN networks will converge to the
same or similar forms of functions in separate runs until the training process
ends. The EPNN system is not sensitive to differences in initial values of the
EPNN population. However, if there exists significant larger noise in one or
more data sets in the whole data composition, the EPNN system will probably
fail to converge to a satisfactory level of prediction on these data sets.
• EPNN networks with a relatively small number of neurons can achieve similar or better performance than both traditional thermodynamic and neural
network models.
The developed EPNN approach provides alternative methods for efficiently
modeling complex, dynamic or steady-state chemical processes. EPNN is capable of producing symbolic empirical formulae for chemical processes, regardless of
whether or not traditional thermodynamic models are available or can be applied.
The EPNN approach does overcome some of the limitations of traditional thermodynamic/transport models and traditional neural network models.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Due to the technological advancements in the chemical industry, improvements from
process modelling techniques are expected to lead to better process performance. The
increasing emphasis on product quality, economic process performance and environmental issues in the chemical and process industries is placing significant demands
on existing operational procedures (Stephanopoulos, 1990; Willis et al., 1991). Enhanced process performance generally requires more process knowledge, with mathematical models being the most common means of representing this kind of knowledge
(Ungar et al., 1996; Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997; Jarke and Marquardt, 1996).
While it may be possible to develop a model using detailed knowledge of the
physics and chemistry of a system, there are a number of drawbacks to this approach.
Most chemical engineering processes are nonlinear and complex with conventional
modelling and simulation techniques relying often on certain simplifying transport,
kinetic and thermodynamic assumptions (Pham, 1998; Zhang et al., 1998a; McKay
et al., 1997; Klein and Rivera, 2000; Cao et al., 1999). Therefore, it may take a
considerable amount of time and efforts to develop a working model. Such models
are often costly to develop and may be subject to inaccuracies or even uncertainties
in some thermodynamic models, such as the development of a biodegradation model
for environmental applications (Mandal, 1998). Furthermore, in some cases, the
chemical process is so complex that there even does not exist any thermodynamic
process model that can fully clarify the process, such as the modelling of some organic
1
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multicomponent adsorption on activated carbon (Carsky and Do, 1999). However, if
an accurate process model is available, then many of the benefits of improved process
operability would be achievable. The current trend in process industries is to use data
based modelling techniques to develop accurate, cost-effective input-output process
descriptions for processes where traditional process modeling techniques perform
poorly. The popular techniques may be divided into two categories. The first is
based on the use of various statistical techniques and regression analysis, while the
second involves the use of modern artificial intelligence, especially artificial neural
networks or evolutionary computing.
The most well known and simplest way to apply statistical techniques assumes
that any relationships between input and output variables are linear and that the
data are normally distributed. Unfortunately, industrial systems are normally highly
non-linear and the data obtained from such processes generally do not conform to
normal distributions. Nevertheless, numerous methods can be used to implement a
systematic data analysis methodology and can help to establish the basic characteristics of the process. However, it should be noted that a certain degree of expertise is
often required in applying and interpreting such statistically based results. For example, statistical regression of vapor liquid phase equilibria requires extensive knowledge
of different types of equations of state and their related modeling parameters (Zhang
et al., 1998b; Blas and Vega, 1998). This is one of the reasons why researchers have
so rapidly developed and improved the use of artificial intelligence techniques.
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Compared to traditional statistical approaches, modern artificial intelligence
methods are developed to model nonlinear, steady-state or dynamic systems with
a minimum requirement of the knowledge of the system mechanism and the corresponding parameters. Among various modern artificial intelligence techniques
developed for process engineering and chemistry, artificial neural networks and
evolutionary computing are the most commonly used. There is an increasing amount
of applications developed in the literature focusing on the applications of artificial
neural networks and evolutionary computing in industrial processes modeling.
It has been shown mathematically that a neural network is capable of learning any continuous non-linear input-output mapping (Hornik et al., 1989). Indeed,
applications within the chemical and process industries indicate that neural networks
can adequately represent process system behaviors (Pham, 1998; Zhang et al., 1998a;
McKay et al., 1997; Chiou and Wang, 1998; Roubos et al., 1999; Simutis and Lubbert,
1997). While neural networks can provide an extremely effective black-box modeling
tool for both steady-state and dynamic systems, the technique has some inherent disadvantages and limitations. The first is the network structural determination, which
generally involves heuristics or time-consuming iterative design techniques (Doherty
et al., 1997). The second is that the modeling results are often difficult to analyze
or interpret (Willis et al., 1997; McKay et al., 1997).
Since the mid 1990s, evolutionary computing has been developed and applied
in the chemical and process industries. There are a number of successful examples
in the literature (McKay et al., 1997; Edwards et al., 1998; Moros et al., 1996; Greeff
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and Aldrich, 1998; Fraga and Matias, 1996). Compared to artificial neural network
approaches, evolutionary computing modeling results provide ways to indicate the
relative contribution of each input to the output through symbolic or token-based
regression. However, pure evolutionary computing techniques have drawbacks in
cases where feedback and saturation may appear and simple symbolic regression
may fail (Zhang et al., 1998a).
Therefore, it is essential to develop a reliable and flexible modeling technique
that can combine the network structure of neural networks with the symbolic regression power of evolutionary computing in the field of data based process modeling.
Such a model should be at least as adaptive and flexible as existing artificial neural
networks or evolutionary computing techniques in a given application.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Overview of Traditional Methods

Prior to the development of data-driven artificial intelligence models, such as neural
networks and evolutionary computing, traditional methods in chemical engineering
modeling generally relied on thorough understanding and relatively complete physical
and chemical knowledge of the target process. In the following discussion, the focus
will be on some typical traditional chemical engineering modeling techniques and
their limitations.
One example in traditional chemical process modeling is phase equilibria modeling, especially the widely used group contribution models. The basic aim of group
contribution models is to utilize existing phase equilibrium data to predict the phase
equilibria of systems for which no data are available. While such predictions may be
used for preliminary design purposes, it must be emphasized that group contribution
methods for predicting phase equilibria are of a semiquantitative nature only. Wherever good experimental data are available, these should be used rather than the group
contribution predictions. Although these models have been successfully applied in
many vapor-liquid phase equilibria systems, they require comprehensive knowledge
of molecular surfaces and volumes of the pure components (such as the UNIQUAC
model), which have to be estimated from molecular group structural contributions.

5
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UNIFAC (Fredenslund et al., 1977) is one of the increasingly widely used group
contribution models based on the UNIQUAC model. In spite of many successful

applications, the UNIFAC model does have its limitations:
• Polymers are not included.
• Extensive knowledge of molecular properties is required: volume parameter,
surface area parameter, group interaction parameter, residual activity coefficient.
• Fundamental deficiency of the group contribution approach : group contribution methods are developed based on sub-molecular functional groups and
hence do not know what type of applications and what kind of molecular and
process environment they are being used for. Therefore, the model validity and
accuracy may be compromised by using the same group contribution model
with the same set of parameters for all applications (Sandler, 1994).
• Difficult to describe highly polar systems.
Furthermore, it is not possible to combine modified group contribution equation
of state tables with existing UNIFAC parameter tables, which means a whole different
set of parameter tables has to be developed each time for some modified models.
Though it may not be technically impossible in some cases, it may be economically
prohibitive and impractical to do so. For liquid mixtures with polymers, modified
UNIFAC requires a completely new parameter table, which includes the densities of
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the pure solvent and pure polymer at the temperature of the mixture of interest and
the structure of the solvent and polymer (Sandler, 1994).
In addition, group contribution model prediction of liquid-liquid equilibria is
still highly uncertain (Sandler, 1994). In order to predict liquid-liquid phase equilibrium, it is necessary to develop a special parameter table based on liquid-liquid
equilibrium data (Magnussen et al., 1981), which points out a major deficiency in
the model. Any given activity coefficient model should, with the same parameters,
be able to predict any type of equilibria. It is not only group contribution activity
coefficient models which exhibit this weakness, molecular models do so as well.
Furthermore, many such group contribution models result in equations with
more than one set of possible parameters, though only one of these sets of parameters
fits the experimental data closely (Walas, 1985). For example, the widely investigated
Wilson equation in infinite dilution form:

In some cases, the above equation can yield three sets of parameters without
any additional information except for the data used for parameter determination.
Identifying the physically correct choice from multiple sets of parameters is a problem
when not enough data are available beyond the few that may have been used for
determination of the parameters (Walas, 1985).
All of the above problems limit the applications of group contribution in phase
equilibria modeling. The demand for and rising attention to data-driven applications
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in some of these non-applicable areas is one of the major driving forces of the
development of modern artificial intelligence techniques in chemical process modeling. Artificial intelligence techniques provide alternative ways to partially solve
the above problems, though these may not be capable of solving all of them.
Another example in traditional modeling approaches is the modeling of adsorption of binary organic vapor mixtures. Similar to vapor-liquid phase equilibria
modeling, modeling and predictions of multicomponent adsorption of organic vapor on activated carbon are very desirable due to the extremely time-consuming
experimental measurements of adsorption behavior (Brasquet and Cloirec, 1999).
Traditional empirical and theoretical models have been developed to predict the adsorption equilibria based on single component adsorption data. For example, the
Ideal Adsorption Solution (IAS) model assumes that the mixture pressure depends
only on the concentration and pressure of the pure components and their isotherms.
While for some binary systems, such assumptions and calculations are quite accurate, there are substantial deviations in many other systems (Carsky and Do, 1999).
The actual process is quite complex for some systems and has not yet been fully
clarified using the existing thermodynamic and transport models. While there are
recent developments trying to overcome such limitations through time-consuming
experimental efforts (Myers et al., 1992), more attention is paid to the use of databased approaches, such as artificial neural networks, to provide accurate and feasible
data-based process models (Carsky and Do, 1999).

9

Furthermore, in some process modeling cases, it is extremely difficult to
determine the parameters of a traditional model, such as the determination of the
Andrew's parameters in a biodegradation process (Mandal, 1998) through a number
of trials and guessing. Alternative methods for producing empirical formulae for the
studied process without arbitrary assumptions is highly desirable.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop data based modeling techniques in addition
to existing traditional models to completely model various chemical processes.

2.2 Overview of Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence(AI), in a broader sense, encompasses a number of technologies
that include, but are not limited to, expert systems, neural networks, evolutionary
programming, fuzzy logic systems, cellular automata and chaotic systems. They are
part of the soft computing branch of science and engineering (Tsoukalas and Uhrig,
1997). Many of these technologies have their origins in biological or behavioral
phenomena related to human or animal living systems. Hybrid intelligent systems
generally involve two, three, or more of these individual AI technologies that are
either used in series or integrated in a way to produce advantageous results through
synergistic interactions.
As part of soft computing, artificial intelligence methods have the distinguishing
characteristic that they provide approximate solutions to approximately formulated
problems (Aminzadeh and Jamshidi, 1994). Though there are many different constituents of artificial intelligence, such as fuzzy logic, neural networks, expert systems
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and evolutionary computing, all branches of AI have the same common feature of
tolerating imprecision and uncertainty in order to develop more tractable and robust models of systems at a lower cost and greater economy of communication and
computation. In this dissertation, the developed method is based on existing artificial neural networks and evolutionary computing methods. Therefore, the following
overview will be focused on these two branches of artificial intelligence.

2.2.1 Artificial Neural Networks

It has long been known that learning in animals and humans can be achieved through
observation of examples. The exact mechanism by which this learning takes place
is still unknown, but science has yielded some clues. In 1909, Cajal Omatu et al.
(1996) found that vertebrate brains consist of an enormous number of interconnected
cells called neurons. It has since become widely accepted that these neurons are the
fundamental information processing elements of brains.
Basically, a living biological neuron receives inputs from other sources, combines them in some way, performs a generally nonlinear operation on the result and
finally outputs the final result. Figure 2.1 shows a sketch of a biological neuron
showing the most important components.
Artificial neural networks are relatively crude computing models based on the
neural structure of a living brain. Artificial neurons work in a way similar to biological
neurons. The brain basically learns from experiences. The brain modeling promises
a less technical way to develop machine solutions.

11

Figure 2.1: Sketch of a biological neuron

In a nutshell, an artificial neural network (ANN) can be defined as follows
(Umeda and Niida, 1986): A data processing system consisting of a large number
of simple, highly interconnected processing elements(artificial neurons) in an architecture inspired by — but not limited by — the structure of cerebral cortex of human
brain.
ANN were originally created as an attempt to model the act of thinking by
modeling neurons in a living brain. The history of neural networks can be dated
back as early as the 1940s when McCulloch and Pitts introduced the first neural network computing model. In 1956, Rosenblatt's work resulted in a two-layer network,
the perceptron, which was capable of learning certain classifications by adjusting
connection weights. Although the perceptron was successful in classifying certain
patterns, it had a number of limitations. The perceptron was not able to solve the
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classic XOR (exclusive or) problem. Also the limit of computing facilities largely
hindered the development and research on neural networks. Such limitations led
to the decline of the field of neural networks. However, the perceptron had laid
foundations for later work in neural computing.
During the mid 1970s to 1980s, researchers showed renewed interest in neural
networks. The first practical learning method for neural network, backpropagation,
was developed at this time (Werbos, 1974; Rumelhart et al., 1986). Prior to the
development of backpropagation, attempts to use perceptrons with more than one
layer of weights were frustrated by the "weight assignment problem" . This problem
plagued the neural network field for over two decades. Since the 1990s, backpropagation neural networks have been widely used in many fields, such as nonparametric
modeling (Kan and Lee, 1996), dynamic system forecasting (Zhang et al., 1998a),
system control (Ungar et al., 1996) and pattern recognition (Rivera and Klein, 1997).
Figure 2.2 shows a typical structure of an artificial neuron. In Figure 2.2,
there are four direct inputs and one feedback. The processing element acquires these
inputs and then processes them in a certain way and then generates the output. In
the artificial neuron example in Figure 2.2, the processing element simply sums all
of the acquired inputs and then uses a transfer function to produce the output. The
number of inputs, number of feedbacks and type of transfer function can be different
under difference application circumstances. In early works , the transfer function was
a simple threshold (indicator) function rather than the sigmoidal functions commonly
used today (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). Threshold activations were found to have
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severe limits and thus sigmoidal activation became widely used instead (Anderson,
1982). The transfer function is usually nonlinear. The most commonly used transfer
function in ANN is the sigmoidal function, which can be described by Equation 2.2.

Figure 2.2: A typical structure of artificial neuron

Where Sum is:

Current ANNs are just a simple clustering of primitive artificial neurons. This
clustering occurs by creating layers which are then connected to one another. How
these layers connect is one of the major factors that distinguishes different types of
ANNs.
In most networks, each neuron in a hidden layer receives the signals from all
of the neurons in a layer before it, typically an input layer. After a neuron performs
its transfer function, it passes its output to some of the neurons after it, providing a
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Figure 2.3: A sample feedforward neural network

feedforward path to the output, as shown in Figure 2.3. This type of networks is a
feedforward neural network.
Another type of connection is a feedback link in recurrent neural networks. For
feedback links, the output of one layer routes back to a neuron in the previous layer.
An example of a recurrent neural network is shown in Figure 2.4. While feedforward
neural networks are easier to implement, they have no "memory" since the output
at any instant is dependent solely on the inputs and the link weights at that instant,
as stated in the literature (Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997).

15

Figure 2.4: A sample recurrent neural network

Much of the recent work on neural networks stems from a number of papers,
including Funa-hashi (1989) and Hornik et al. (1989) that showed that neural networks are a way to approximate an arbitrary function closely as the number of hidden
nodes gets large. Neural networks work well with continuous functions. Some such
continuous functions are very complex and are extremely difficult or even impossible
to handle by traditional modeling techniques.

2.2.2 Evolutionary Computing

Evolutionary computing was originally initiated and developed as a searching concept
for solving difficult optimization problems. Though the earliest field in evolutionary
computing, genetic algorithms, was initiated in the early 1970s (Holland, 1975),
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their applications in real world practical problems was developed almost two decades
later. This was largely due to the lack of available powerful computer platforms at
that time, but was also due to some methodological shortcomings of those early
approaches (Fogel, 1995a). Goldberg presented the first systematic research collection on genetic algorithms in real world applications (Goldberg, 1989). In 1992,
John Koza used genetic algorithms to evolve programs to perform certain tasks.
He called his method genetic programming(GP). The origin of genetic programming
significantly advanced the development of genetic algorithms, allowing evolutionary
computing methods to not only search and optimize numerical systems but also to
generate symbolic formulae and schematic programs to automate and evolve the
computing process itself. A more detailed and complete overviews of the history of
evolutionary computing can be found elsewhere (Fogel, 1998; Back et al., 1997).
Evolutionary computing is developed as a set of concepts for problem solving rather than a collection of related and ready-to-use algorithms. The majority of current implementations descend from three strongly related but independently developed categories: evolutionary algorithms, evolutionary programming and
evolutionary strategies (Back et al., 1997). The most commonly used methods in engi-

neering are evolutionary algorithms, which consist of genetic algorithms and genetic
programming. This work will focus on the discussion on evolutionary algorithms,
especially genetic programming.
Typically, evolutionary algorithms contain a randomly or deterministically generated population of individuals. Each individual represents a potential solution for
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a given problem. During evolution, each individual receives a measure of its fitness
for the given problem. Based on the fitness, the fitter individuals are selected and
put into crossover and mutate to generate the next generation in the population. In
some evolutionary computing cases, older generations are discarded and replaced by
newer generations. This evolutionary process continues from generation to generation until the desired fitness or satisfactory solutions have been reached by the fittest
individuals. Figure 2.5 shows a typical evolutionary computing algorithm.
produce an initial population of individuals
evaluate the fitness of all individuals
while termination condition not met do {
select fitter individuals for reproduction
recombine individuals
mutate some individuals
evaluate the fitness of the new individuals
generate a new population by inserting some
new good individuals and by discarding some old
bad individuals
end while

Figure 2.5: A typical evolutionary algorithm

One major advantage of evolutionary computing is that it is conceptually simple. The desired solutions are reached by repeated crossovers and mutations. During
crossovers and mutations, partially better solutions are generated.
In genetic programming, each evolving individual is a computing formula or
program, while in genetic algorithms each individual is a fixed length string of num-

bers, or vector. Generally speaking, the string representation in genetic algorithms
encodes each target process parameter as a variable in a multiple dimensional vector.
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Figure 2.6: An example of string representation of numbers in genetic algorithms

An example of string representation of numbers is shown in Figure 2.6. The corresponding vector of the genetic algorithm individual is:

where n i is a real value for a target variable. Mutation and crossover in genetic
algorithms can involve one or many points in the string representation. Figure 2.7
shows an example of single point mutation in genetic algorithms and Figure 2.8 shows
a single point crossover in genetic algorithms.
As a contrast, in genetic programming, each individual represents a computing
formula in various tree forms (Banzhaf et al., 1998; Koza, 1992, 1994). An example of
a tree representation of algebraic formulas is shown in Figure 2.9. The corresponding
algebraic formula for the tree representation in Figure 2.9 is Equation 2.3.

The variable x 1 and x 2 can be input variables of the modeling system. The
corresponding depth of the formula tree for Equation 2.3 is 4.

Figure 2.7: An example of single point mutatation in genetic algorithms

Figure 2.8: An example of single point crossover in genetic algorithms

During crossover in genetic programming, two individuals are selected. A random crossover point is selected in the tree of each individual. Then the subtrees
below the crossover point in each individual are exchanged. Therefore, two new individuals are generated. Mutation is implemented by randomly removing a subtree in
an individual and replacing it with a newly randomly generated subtree. Therefore,
the evolving techniques and results are different from the methods used in genetic
algorithms.
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Figure 2.9: An example of a tree representation of computing formula

More thorough discussions about the difference between genetic algorithms
and genetic programming can be found in the literature (Fogel, 1995a; Koza, 1992;
McKay et al., 1997; Greeff and Aldrich, 1998). Detailed introductions and practical
algorithms in genetic programming can also be found elsewhere (Banzhaf et al., 1998;
Koza, 1992, 1994).

2.2.3 Current Trends in Artificial Intelligence

Since the application-oriented development of neural networks and evolutionary computing, both fields have been advancing into more adaptable hybrid techniques. A
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number of hybrid methods based on ANN and evolutionary computing have been
proposed and applied in several engineering fields, such as evolving neural networks
with evolutionary computing techniques (Yao and Liu, 1997; Fogel et al., 1990), or
using a neural network structure with genetic algorithms to adapt its parameters
(Gao et al., 1999; Ghosh et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2000).
Hybrid approaches have proven to be more advantageous in many fields over
their pure counterpart techniques. It is believed artificial intelligence will include
more new hybrid methods in the future.

2.3 Applications in Chemical Engineering
During the past decade, a number of artificial neural networks and evolutionary
computing techniques have been developed and applied in chemical engineering processes, such as kinetics modelling (Edwards et al., 1998; Galvan et al., 1996; Moros
et al., 1996; Cao et al., 1999), dynamic process forecasting (Pham, 1998; Zhang
et al., 1998a), phase equilibrium modeling (Kan and Lee, 1996; Sharma et al., 1999),
steady-state chemical process modeling (McKay et al., 1997), bioprocess modeling
and optimization (Chiou and Wang, 1998; Roubos et al., 1999; Simutis and Lubbert,
1997) and bioseparation modeling and optimization (Klein and Rivera, 2000). There
are also applications in adsorption, bio-degradation, and assisting chemical structure
determination. A thorough overview of applications of artificial intelligence in
engineering can be found elsewhere (Fogel, 1995a).
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In early application development of artificial intelligence in chemical process
modeling, the approaches of artificial neural networks and genetic programming
were developed along separate paths. Neural networks were generally applied to
system identification and modeling and long-term prediction and control (Zhang
et al., 1998a; Kan and Lee, 1996; Doherty et al., 1997), while evolutionary computing was mostly applied to steady state modeling (McKay et al., 1997; Greeff and
Aldrich, 1998). In the past few years, there have been some applications of hybrid
methods based on both ANNs and genetic algorithms in chemical and biochemical
process modeling and optimization (Ghosh et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2000; Gao et al.,
1999). However, none of them has combined the symbolic regression feature of genetic programming with neural network structures, though there exist some hybrid
methods in non chemical engineering applications (Yao and Liu, 1997; Chen and Ni,
1997). More recent efforts that are trying to combine artificial neural networks with
genetic programming in non-chemical engineering fields can be found in the literature
over the past two or three years (Segovia and Isas, 1998; Kiguchi et al., 1999; Yeun
and Lee, 1999). However, in those efforts, genetic programming is still used only as
tuning methods to tune up the training algorithms of traditional neural networks.
Therefore, motivated by the potential synergy resulting from both neural networks and genetic programming, a novel approach has been developed and is presented in this dissertation. The proposed model combines the feedback structure
of recurrent artificial neural networks and the symbolic evolving methods of genetic
programming. The model can produce empirical symbolic formulae for dynamic
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systems, a feature that is not existent in either ANN or genetic programming. The
produced empirical symbolic formulae can be used for theoretical analysis and process optimization. Furthermore, the proposed method can model the bioprocesses
which can be hardly modeled accurately without arbitrary assumptions by traditional
models.

CHAPTER 3
OBJECTIVES

Upon research on the limitations of traditional process modeling techniques and
existing artificial neural network and evolutionary computation methods, the primary
objective of the dissertation was to develop an alternative method that is capable of
modeling chemical processes using a data-based approach.
In addition to producing more accurate and efficient results, the proposed model
is expected to overcome some of the limitations of existing methods, such as the
"blackbox" nature of neural networks and the limits of genetic programming for
modeling complex processes. Furthermore, the proposed model is also developed to
be used as a feasible method to provide empirical models for some of the processes
for which traditional methods can hardly yield satisfactory results or for processes
for which the determination of traditional modeling parameters is difficult.
Specifically, the following are included to complete the objectives:

• Complete descriptions of the composition of proposed modeling system and
related algorithms (Chapter 4).
• Full discussion of modeling parameters in the proposed model and their application considerations for chemical processes (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) .
• Some typical applications in chemical process modeling of the proposed model.
Comparisons with either existing traditional neural network models or traditional thermodynamic models (Chapter 5).
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• Demonstration of the advantages of using the proposed model compared to
existing techniques (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6).
• Study and give the limitations of the proposed model and suggest possible
improvements based on recently published results (Chapter 7).

CHAPTER 4
EPNN MODELING
4.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, especially Section 2.3, it is highly desirable to
develop a new hybrid method based on both neural networks and genetic programming to model complex chemical processes.
Introduced below is such a novel approach motivated by the potential synergy resulting from both neural networks and genetic programming. The proposed
model combines the feedback structure of recurrent neural networks and the symbolic
evolving methods of genetic programming. This model can produce sets of empirical
symbolic formulae for both dynamic and steady-state systems through evolutionary
training. The produced empirical symbolic formulae can be used for theoretical
analysis and process optimization.
The presented model, Evolutionary Polymorphic Neural Network, or EPNN,
is mainly based on recent artificial neural network and genetic programming (GP)
developments. However, it must be stipulated that GP is very different from genetic
algorithms(GAs). Also, while the proposed model has features from GP, it is not
a replication of GP. In the proposed model, genetic algorithms are not employed.
Discussions on the differences between GA and GP can be found in Section 2.2.2.
The EPNN modeling system mainly inherits two features of GP. One feature is
the evolution of randomly or deterministically generated population of individuals.
The other feature is the tree representation of symbolic formulae in each individual.
26
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Descriptions of how to represent a symbolic formula in a tree form was discussed
in Section 2.2.2 and Figure 2.9 shows an example of such a representation. The
corresponding depth of the formula tree in Figure 2.9 is 4. Discussions of formula
trees and depth measurements can also be found in the literature (Aho et al., 1987;
Greeff and Aldrich, 1998; McKay et al., 1997).
Before demonstrating the applications of EPNN in chemical process modeling,
it is necessary to give detailed descriptions of modeling system structures, algorithms
and their implementations.

4.2 General Model Description
4.2.1 System Structure

A typical composition of a complete EPNN modeling system is shown in Figure 4.1.
Working vertically downward in Figure 4.1, a complete EPNN system consists of
necessary methods such as evolutionary algorithms, tuning methods and individual
survivor strategies. The EPNN system also includes the target data structure which
is a population of EPNN individuals. This population is further divided into two
sub-populations: gene pool and mutation pool. The gene pool holds candidate solutions while the mutation pool acts as an auxiliary during evolution. Each pool is a
collection of EPNN individuals and each individual is a highly interconnected network of symbolic formulae. An EPNN network is defined with four sets of symbols:
function set, input variables set, output variables set and intermediate nodes (neurons). Intermediate or output nodes are associated with symbolic formulae. Figure
4.2 shows an example of an EPNN network with two intermediate nodes and one
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Figure 4.1: A typical composition of EPNN modeling system

output node. The corresponding functional form of the network is:

Figure 4.2: A sample EPNN individual network

One of many possible symbolic formulae that the above functional form may stand
for is:

The function set here is : {+,—,x,+ and In }. The input variable is X and the
output variable is No . The intermediate nodes are N1 and N2. Each node (N1o,N
or N2 ) is a tree representation of a symbolic formula as demonstrated in Figure 4.3.
The recursive functions (N0 and N2 ) represent feedback linkage. The purpose of the
feedback linkage is to provide state variables and to model potential delay responses
in the target system. Each individual in an EPNN population encodes a potential
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solution for the given problem by representing the potential solution with a system
of empirical equations.

Figure 4.3: Tree representation for the formula of node No in Equation 4.2

In summary, an EPNN system consists of a randomly or deterministically generated population of individuals. Each individual in the EPNN system is a highly
interconnected network of symbolic formulae. Each such EPNN network is defined
with four sets of symbols: function set, input variables set, output variables set and
intermediate nodes (neurons). Every distinct symbolic formula is associated with
one intermediate or output node.
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4.2.2 Modeling Algorithms

Like existing GP and artificial neural networks, EPNN must be trained prior to data
prediction. A typical training algorithm for an EPNN system is shown in Figure 4.4.
At the beginning of the training step, every individual network in the population
is randomly generated. In each individual, the nodes are initialized with random
constants but no linkage to each other. Upon detailed examination, one can see that
the values of initial random constants do not affect the final training result in a given
problem. This fact is demonstrated in the investigated cases discussed in Chapter 5.
There are three levels of mutation in the training method of an EPNN system:
elementary, intermediate and macro mutations. Elementary mutation is the lowest
level of mutation. It deals with single node mutation, such as add, change, swap and
deletion of a single constant or a single linkage. Figure 4.5 shows some typical operations of elementary mutation in tree form. Intermediate mutation deals with swap,
replacement and deletion of a subtree of an EPNN formula, while macro mutation
deals with swap and replacement of whole intermediate nodes. Replacement means
to replace the old nodes or constants by newly randomly generated ones.
In addition to mutations, there are two levels of crossover. One is the swap
of subtree during intermediate mutation. Such crossover occurs during intermediate
mutations. An example of crossover operation between two tree represented formulae
is shown in Figure 4.6. The corresponding system of equations (Equations 4.3) are

changed to Equations 4.4.

The other level of crossover is an individual level crossover, which deals with the exchange of one whole formula tree between different individual networks. An example
of an individual level of crossover is shown in Figure 4.7. It can be seen from Figure
4.7 that two intermediate nodes were exchanged during the operation.
The three levels of mutation mentioned result in the polymorphic nature of an
EPNN network. All of the above mutations have an equal chance to occur. In addition, the individual level crossover happens for every individual in the mutation pool
before mutation. Two individuals are randomly selected during each such crossover.
After crossover and mutation, fitter individuals in the mutation pool are then inserted into the gene pool according to their fitness (selective insertion in Figure 4.4).
Then the whole population in the gene pool will be sorted again. The mutation pool
here acts as an auxiliary population and will be completely regenerated each time
following selection from the gene pool.
The criterion of individual survivor strategy is defined by a comprehensive
fitness function. This function consists of two components: a specific life span for
each individual and a combined minimum error (CME) function. The life span is
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used as a penalty function for each individual and is a variable during the training
step (Equation 4.5). It is a function of diversity of the whole population. The more
diverse the population is, the longer life span each individual will have. The life span
is defined as:

where K is a proportionalal constant, Hi is the generation number when the ith
individual was created, G; is the jth generation number and Di is the diversity
value of jth population. Diversity is evaluated by the standard deviation of the
CME function of the gene pool. The CME function is defined as:

where R i is defined by:

and m is the number of data points in each case, u represents experimental data
and v represents model predictions. The quantity n is the number of outputs in the
presented case. In some cases, to simplify the evolution process, the fitness function is
set to include CME only, such as the modeling of a biodegradation process discussed
in Chapter 5.
Once having reached desired fitness, the training algorithm is stopped. The
fittest individual network is then selected as the final solution for the system. The
next step is testing the prediction from the fittest individual network for forecasting
or predicting the target system.
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It must be pointed out that the number of random constants (such as the
constant 0.2345 in Equation 4.2) in an EPNN network formula is changeable during
training due to the polymorphic nature of EPNN networks. Therefore, unlike a
traditional neural network, EPNN can adapt to different systems without over fitting
the data.

4.2.3 Major Modeling Parameters

Prior to the application of an EPNN system, modeling parameters must be determined. Parameters that require the most attention are: function set, depth of tree
and its limitations, and number of total nodes. Number of input variables and number of output variables are predetermined for each specific case. In addition, all the
input and output data should be normalized to a reasonable range. In some cases,
normalization can be simple rescaling and in other cases it can be a more complex
function.
In order to reproduce the model in parts or in total, two special considerations
need to be addressed. The first one is the maximum depth of a formula tree. Because
each formula in an EPNN network has a tree structure representation, the maximum
depth of a tree needs to be restricted during evolution to avoid excessively large and
complicated unstable functions. On the other hand, if the restricted maximum depth
of tree representation is too small, the EPNN cannot converge or will converge very
slowly. In the studied cases presented in the next chapter, the maximum depth of any
formula tree is limited to 100. The maximum is approximated by three pre-screening
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trials according to their fitness convergence speed and the efficiency of convergence
to a global maximum. The second consideration is the appropriate design of the
function set. In the presented cases, the function set is {+,—, x, in and erp
}. But, in other cases, it could include sine, cosine or other periodic functions as
needed for periodic or periodic-like experimental data. Therefore, before starting the
training of an EPNN system, the set of functions must be properly designed.

4.2.4 Comparison with Other A.I. Techniques

In traditional neural network modeling, the linkage structure must be determined
prior to training and application of the model. This can be accomplished either
manually or by applying a number of trials which demands a long time and substantial effort and experience (Doherty et al., 1997; Nelson and Illingsworth, 1990;
Bailey and Thompson, 1990). However, EPNN can form linkage structures dynamically during the training process through evolution, which reduces the time and
effort in structural determination. During evolutionary computing (i.e. genetic programming), only one level of mutation is employed (Fogel, 1995a; Koza, 1992), while
EPNN has three levels of mutations. Increasing the number of mutation levels results
in more adaptable and efficient structures.
In more recent efforts, GAs were applied together with ANNs to reduce the
inefficiency of ANN structure determination (Ghosh et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2000;
Gao et al., 1999). However, the "blackbox" nature of ANN was not eliminated.
The model proposed here differs from the two separate modeling methods presented
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by Ghosh, which use ANN as a forward modeling approach and GA as a reverse
modeling method. EPNN is also different from the methods which use GA only as
a way to refine ANN parameters (Zhao et al., 2000; Gao et al., 1999). The proposed
EPNN network differs from these approaches fundamentally, because it is a natural
combination of genetic programming and ANN. Therefore, unlike most ANNs or
ANNs with GAs, EPNN does not work as a "blackbox" and can produce formulae
during modeling.

4.3 Model Implementation

The general EPNN modeling system is implemented in C ++ code by using Microsoft
Visual C ++ (TM) Version 6.0 (SP3) under Win32 platforms. The hierarchy coding scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The whole system consists of the following
structural components:
• Random number generator
• Main EPNN driver
• Initialization module
• Parameter module and data pool module
• TreeNode, EPNN individual and EPNN pools
• Individual evolutionary strategies (elementary and intermediate mutations as
well as intermediate crossovers)
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• Pool evolutionary strategies (macro mutations and macro crossovers)
• Fitness and prediction calculation module
• Data file I/O module
The system starts from the initialization module. The module includes a generation of specific size of gene pool and mutation pool of EPNN individuals. In order
to guarantee uniform network structure distribution of the individuals, all individual
networks are initialized with no linkage to internal nodes but possible linkage to inputs. During initialization, each node in an individual network has only the simplest
form of random symbolic formula.
The random number generator module is a critical part in the EPNN
evolutionary strategies. The module is implemented partially based on the random number generating techniques introduced from the literature Numerical
Recipes in C (Press et al., 1993) with an adjustment to allow generating time-

dependent random numbers. The detailed source code for the random number
generator is listed in Appendix A.
The hierarchy scheme from elementary data to the EPNN model is implemented in a standard C ++ class composition chain. An EPNN model consists of a
certain number of EPNN individuals. Each individual consists of a certain number
of tree nodes, which are implemented using tree structures. Each tree node contains
elementary data, which can be a generated random constant, or a link to another
node. The detailed scheme of the hierarchy system can be found in Appendix A.
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Both the gene pool and mutation pool are implemented via standard C ++
vector containers. Each container holds a certain number of individual EPNN networks. Sorting and selection algorithms are developed based on the standard C
sorting and selection methods. Source code for sorting and selection in both pools
are listed in Appendix A. Similar to the class hierarchy, the mutations and crossovers
are also implemented in a hierarchy scheme, starting from elementary to macro mutations.
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Figure 4.4: A typical EPNN network training algorithm
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Figure 4.5: Some typical operations during elementary mutation
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Figure 4.6: A typical crossover operation in tree representation

Figure 4.7: A typical crossover operation at EPNN individual level
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Figure 4.8: EPNN coding hierarchy scheme

CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
5.1 Overview

In this chapter, three different process modeling examples are discussed. The first
one is a dynamic neutralization process forecasting, the second one is prediction of
aqueous two-phase system partitioning, and the last example is an application of
EPNN to modeling the reduction of an existing biodegradation model.
As demonstrated in all of the following examples, EPNN performs better than
or at least performances when compared to traditional thermodynamic or neural
network models. EPNN also demonstrates the capability of producing symbolic
formulae of the process and providing valuable information to establish potential
theoretical models and optimization methods.
Furthermore, in the cases where traditional modeling parameters are hard to
determine, EPNN can be utilized as an auxiliary efficient tool to produce equivalent
empirical formulae for the target process. The last example, model reduction of a
biodegradation process, demonstrates such potential of the EPNN approach.

5.2 Dynamic Chemical Reaction System
5.2.1 Introduction

In the process industry, it is necessary to predict several steps regarding the future
of process outputs in many situations, for example, when calculating the control
objective function in a model based predictive control. In many industrial processes,
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there are certain variables, such as quality variables, which are difficult to measure.
The values of these variables can be estimated from measured process variables by
using a dynamic model of the process. In some cases, however, changes in the process
inputs can affect the quality variables in the long run. Therefore, multiple step
ahead prediction is desirable in such cases to improve the estimation performance.
A multiple-step-ahead prediction model can be described as Equation 5.1.

where the model predictions 9(t — 1) to 9(t - n) are used as process outputs and
u(t — 1) to u(t — m) are process inputs.

A neutralization CSTR simulation example (Figure 5.1), which has been extensively investigated in the literature, such as the long-term prediction model by
(Zhang et al., 1998a), is used to show that the EPNN approach can efficiently predict
the highly nonlinear system for nearly chaotic data series. The dynamic thermodynamic model for the pH neutralization CSTR process can be found in the literature
(McAvoy et al., 1972). There are two input streams into the continuous reactor, one
is acetic acid of concentration C a at a flow rate Fa and the other is sodium hydroxide
of concentration Ch at a flow rate

Fb.

The acid input stream neutralizes the sodium

hydroxide. From the titration curve of the process, it is indicated that the process
is highly nonlinear around pH 7. In the modeling process, the flowrate of sodium
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hydroxide and the tank temperature are kept constant, while the flowrate of acetic
acid is constantly disturbed due to random noise in the environment. The objective
of EPNN modeling is to produce long-term time series forecasting of the pH values
in the dynamic system only in relation to the input with disturbance, Fa , which is
the input flowrate of acetic acid.

Figure 5.1: Neutralization CSTR reaction

In order to compare with the performance of an existing neural network, the
complete data set that was used in a published paper (Zhang et al., 1998a) was
acquired . A total of 600 pairs of data points was acquired. The first 300 pairs were
used as the training set, while the remaining 300 pairs as the testing set.
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The EPNN model was developed using the standard C/C++ computer language
under Windows NT environment. A total of five nodes were used in the model, in
which there are four intermediate nodes and one output node. The output variable is
the predicted value of the current pH level at time t, while the two input variables are:
the acetic acid flowrates at time t —1 and at time t — 2. It is important that both the
inputs and outputs are normalized to a standard value range of [-1, 1] by rescaling.
The detailed scheme of the EPNN training algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The
fitness in Figure 4.4 is calculated by the method introduced in the previous chapter.
RMS in Equation 4.7 is the reciprocal of summed square errors (SSE) of normalized
pH predictions of each individual in the EPNN population. In this work, the size of
the gene pool is 150 individuals, while the size of the mutation pool is 80.

5.2.2 Results and Discussion

The first set of 300 data points was used in the training process. A total of 3000
generations was evolved before the training program was automatically stopped.
The training process took about 6 hours on our computing platform (Pentium II
233MHz and Windows NT 4.0). Following the training process, the fittest individual
network(the EPNN individual with the highest fitness function value) was selected
as the solution. The second set of 300 data points was used in the prediction process.
Prediction results of the solution are shown in Figure 5.2 , while the associated errors
are shown in Figure 5.3. Both Figures 5.2 and 5.3 demonstrate a good approximation
over most of the data. The spikes in Figure 5.3 are mainly caused by the uniformly
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Figure 5.2: CSTR EPNN prediction results

distributed random noise in the range of (-0.3, 0.3) in the original experimental
pH measurement. The shape of the error curve in Figure 5.3 is not uncommon in
most time series forecasting applications (Zhang, 1994; Dorffner, 1996; Oliveira
2000).

et al.,
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Figure 5.3: CSTR EPNN prediction errors

The evolved symbolic formula of the fittest individual is shown in the system
of equations 5.2.
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where No is the output node

normalized pH value prediction, F is a complicated

algebraic function shown in equation 5.3; N1,N2,N3,N4 are intermediate nodes; d1,d2
are the model input variables normalized acetic acid flowrates at time (t — 1) and
(t — 2), respectively.

The associated network structure of the system of equations 5.2 is illustrated
in Figure 5.4. Unlike ANNs or ANNs with GAs, this model produces empirical
equations for the given system. In addition, despite the random noise in the pH
measurement, the system of equations 5.2 achieved an SSE of 8.8 while the traditional
recurrent neural network has an SSE of 17.0 (Zhang et al., 1998a).

Figure 5.4: Evolved EPNN network for CSTF
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One of the most important features during the evolution of the EPNN network
is that in less than 10 generations the network can create feedback links between
nodes, if necessary. These links represent the acetic acid flow rate at previous time
intervals, such as (t — 3), (t —4) even though the initialization of the EPNN network is
only feedforward and has only two inputs: acetic acid flowrates at time (t-1) and (t2). By contrast, the structure of recurrent neural network must be determined before
training and cannot be modified during training (Zhang et al., 1998a). Consequently,
it demands a significant amount of effort to determine the final network structure.
Therefore, EPNN is more adaptable and efficient in network structure determination
than traditional recurrent neural networks. The evolved feedback links are capable
of modeling multi-step ahead (at least two steps ahead) prediction for the examined
nonlinear dynamic system.
Furthermore, the final EPNN network has only 4 intermediate nodes(neurons)
with performance of SSE 8.8, while the traditional recurrent neural network
had to utilize at least 14 neurons to achieve SSE = 17.0. Too many neurons can
introduce overfitting of data and yield poor generalization of the system due to too
many links between intermediate nodes in the network (Zhang et al., 1998a; Doherty
et al., 1997).
In addition to producing improved results, EPNN also evolved empirical equations (Equation 5.2). The evolved formulae not only provide information for further
theoretical study, but can also be used as empirical equations for process optimization and dynamic control. Therefore, EPNN is fundamentally different from those
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methods that combine ANN and GA in chemical process modeling (Zhao et al., 2000;
Gao et al., 1999).
From the above investigated case, it is clear that the EPNN approach to modeling complex, dynamic system behaviors is capable of recognizing dynamics as well
as efficiently constructing empirical models for the process. Feedback links in EPNN
networks can be formed through training(evolution) to perform multi-step ahead
prediction for nonlinear systems. Furthermore, unlike those applications combining
ANNs and GAs, symbolic formulas can be extracted from EPNN modeling results
for further theoretical analysis and process optimization and control.

5.3 Aqueous Two Phase Extraction System

In this section, EPNN is applied to modeling a complex aqueous two phase extraction system. The system, polyethylene glycol (PEG)/potassium phosphate/water
at pH=7 was selected to demonstrate the performance of the EPNN model. The
results were compared favorably to a traditional neural network modeling approach
and the experimental data set. Seven distinct data sets of varying PEG molecular
weight were used in this work. Of the seven, five were used for training while the
remaining two were employed as the test cases. Following the training, a networked
symbolic equation system evolved, which, in addition to reproducing the data, can
also be used to improve understanding of the phase diagram through the discovered
parameters.
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5.3.1 Introduction

In macromolecule and biological material processing industries, aqueous two-phase
systems (ATPS) have been applied in separation and purification of various substances. The primary advantages of ATPS handling of materials are biocompatible
environments, economical operation and scaleup and adjustable factors to manipulate target product partitioning (Albertsson, 1971). However, while there are many
factors available to manipulate the partition, it is difficult to correlate and model the
phase equilibrium and partition due to the highly complicated interactions between
those factors (Kan and Lee, 1996).
A number of thermodynamic models have been developed and applied to
describe the mechanism of phase separation. The Flory and Huggins theory (Flory
et al., 1964) has been applied successfully in modeling the polyethylene glycol
(PEG)/dextran systems (Gustaffsson et al., 1986). Later, models based on statistical thermodynamics, such as UNIQUAC or UNIFAC (Abrams and Prausnitz, 1975;
Fredenslund et al., 1975) were developed and applied to correlate and extrapolate
phase diagrams with system parameters by fitting other similar phase equilibrium
data (Gao et al., 1991). However, there is a common drawback in predicting phase
diagrams using the above models. Generally speaking, a thermodynamic model
requires a set of specific parameters which are only valid exclusively for a particular
system. For example, the model of phase equilibrium with parameters measured
from the Dextran 500/PEG 1000 system may not be able to forecast phase equilibrium for a Dextran 500/PEG 3400 system. Therefore, in order to apply those
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thermodynamic models in laboratory or industrial process design, a huge parameter
database for numerous systems is required. However, the special equipment to
determine these parameters may not be available in every laboratory or factory
(Kan and Lee, 1996).
Since the mid 1990s, in order to overcome the limitations of traditional thermodynamic models, there have been a number of efforts of applying neural networks to
predict phase equilibrium data, for systems such as PEG/potassium phosphate/water
(Kan and Lee, 1996). The advantages of these neural network approaches are stated
as nonparametric models (Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997; Caudill and Butler, 1992).
Structurally, they are adjustable and adaptable for different phase systems without re-evaluation of thermodynamic parameters. However, there are limitations to
these approaches. The most cited one is the nonparametric nature or "blackbox"
operation, which makes it difficult to establish efficient structures of neural network
and training methods (Doherty et al., 1997). While the trained model has performed
very well on the testing data sets, it does not provide information about the potential
mechanism of the system. Therefore, EPNN is applied to modeling the two-phase
extraction system.

5.3.2 Data Preprocessing

The phase equilibrium data of the PEG / potassium phosphate aqueous two-phase
system (pH 7) were obtained from experiments reported in the literature (Lei et al.,
1990; Kan and Lee, 1996). Figure 5.5 illustrates the extraction process. The total

Figure 5.5: Two phase extraction system for PEG

weight proportions of PEG and potassium phosphate in the two-phase system are
two inputs to the EPNN system. In addition, the normalized PEG molecular
weight(MW) was utilized as a third input. Because the molecular weight of PEG
commonly applied for ATPS is below 50,000, the normalized MW is expressed in
Equation 5.4, which is adopted from the literature (Kan and Lee, 1996).

In the two-phase extraction system, the size of an EPNN population is 100 and
the size of mutation pool is 50. The maximum depth of any formula tree is restricted
to 100. The function set consists of the following operators: { +, —, x, -, in and exp
} . There are four intermediate nodes: N4, N5, N6 and N7. The number of output

nodes is 4, as shown in Figure 5.6. The inputs to the model are d 1 , normalized
PEG molecular weight, d 2 , total concentration of potassium phosphate and d 3 , total
concentration of PEG.
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Figure 5.6: Trained EPNN network structure for PEG system

During the training step of the EPNN model, all the data from PEG 600, 1,500,
3,400, 8,000 and 20,000 are used to train the model until satisfactory prediction
precision is reached. Following the training, the prediction of the model for both
interpolation and extrapolation was tested. PEG 1000 and PEG 400 cases are used
in this step. Each data set consists of 8 data points. A total of 40 data points were
used for the EPNN system training in a single run. The remaining 16 data points
were used to test the EPNN system performance in a different run.

5.3.3 Results and Discussion

During the simulation, 20,000 generations were evolved before the training program
automatically stopped. Then the fittest individual network was selected as the
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solution (Figure 5.6). The corresponding symbolic networked formulae of the fittest
EPNN network are:

and 12 is:

From Equation 5.5 and Figure 5.6 it can be seen that the nodes in the network
are interconnected with each other by back-links (feedbacks). Those back-links were
formed automatically during the training step.
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The degree of complexity of the evolved network is related to the precision of
the given data. As indicated in the experimental data (Lei et al., 1990; Kan and Lee,
1996), bottom PEG(N1 ) and top salt (N2 ) concentrations are minor components
in their respective phases. This may result in a higher level of error/uncertainty
due to the magnitude of these concentrations (Lei et al., 1990; Kan and Lee, 1996).
Therefore the EPNN network, in striving to maintain a constant error, forms a more
complicated structure.
In this work the intermediate nodes are not germane to the interpretation of
the results.

Figure 5.7: Top phase PEG concentration study
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Figure 5.8: Tuned top phase PEG predictions

Examination of Equation 5.5 reveals some interesting and useful information
about the PEG/potassium phosphate/water system:
• Concentration of PEG in top phase (N 3 ) is approximately a function of total
PEG concentration (d 3 ) and total salt concentration (d2).
• Concentration of salt in bottom phase (N0 ) is approximately independent of the
molecular weight of PEG (d 1 ) and thus only depends on the total concentration
of PEG (d 3 ) and potassium phosphate (d2).
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• Concentration of the minor component in each phase (N1 and N2 ) is more
complicated and interconnected than the major component concentration (No
and N3 ) in their respective phases.
Albertsson (1971) showed that for a constant pH (pH=7), and a proper experimental salt concentration range, the PEG concentration in both phases remain
constant regardless of the PEG molecular weight. According to Figure 5.7, the experimental results of Albertsson are approximately confirmed by the EPNN model.
In particular, it is shown that PEG concentration in the top phase is dependent on
total PEG concentration. However, the top phase PEG concentration can be more
accurately predicted (Figure 5.8) by tuning the EPNN model with different initial
system conditions. Now, the top phase PEG concentration,

N3,

depends on all three

variables:

During the tuning step, only one total node was used, which is the output node.
Only 50 generations are evolved to produce the improved approximation. The EPNN
training results can be tuned with only minimum changes in the initial conditions.
Therefore, unlike traditional neural networks, which demand a significant effort to
change network structures before tuning (Doherty et al., 1997), the network structure
of EPNN is more flexible and adaptable through tuning. This is an advantage of the
EPNN's polymorphic nature over traditional neural networks.
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As indicated in the experimental data (Lei et al., 1990), the product of d1 x d2
or d 1 x d 3 is really small and only second-order correlated to
both larger and first-order correlated to
N3

N3.

N3

,

while d 2 and d 3 are

Therefore according to Equation 5.6,

is less sensitive to d 1 (MW of PEG). The observed result of independence for N3

(top PEG concentration) still holds true in the approximation.

Figure 5.9: Phase diagram (training results)

Figure 5.9 shows the training results after the tuning. The top left part of the
figure shows the concentrations in the top phase, and the bottom right part shows
the concentrations in the bottom phase. Figure 5.10 shows the associated training
errors. Both Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show good agreement with the experimental
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Figure 5.10: EPNN training errors

data (Lei et al., 1990) over the five training data sets.
Figure 5.11 shows the prediction results using the tuned network structure.
As in Figure 5.9, the top left part of the figure shows the concentrations in the top
phase, and the bottom right part shows the concentrations in the bottom phase.
Figure 5.12 shows the associated prediction errors. Again, both Figure 5.11 and
Figure 5.12 show good agreement with the experimental data over the two testing
data sets. The standard deviations of EPNN prediction are 0.0114 wt/wt (PEG
400) for extrapolation and 0.00302 wt/wt (PEG 1000) for interpolation, while the
traditional neural network approach errors are, respectively, 0.0118 wt/wt (PEG 400)
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and 0.0085 wt/wt (PEG 1000) (Kan and Lee, 1996). Detailed prediction results are
listed in Table 5.1 — Table 5.4.

Figure 5.11: Phase diagram (prediction results)

In addition to producing better results, EPNN also evolved empirical formulae
(Equations 5.5 and 5.6), which can be applied over the whole range of the studied
system. The formulae produced by EPNN not only provide valuable information
for further theoretical study, but can also be used as empirical equations in ATPS
process optimizations (Huenupi et al., 1999).
Due to the polymorphic and evolutionary nature of the EPNN system, the
initially randomized values of constants in EPNN networks will converge to the
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Figure 5.12: EPNN prediction errors

same or similar forms of functions in separate runs until the training process ends.
Therefore, the EPNN system is not sensitive to differences in initial constant values
of the EPNN population. However, if there is significantly larger noise in one or
more data sets in the whole data composition, the EPNN system will probably fail
to converge to a satisfactory level of prediction on these data sets. Therefore, the
precision of the training data is critical to successful and efficient modeling using
EPNN.
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Table 5.1: Comparisons between EPNN prediction and experimental data for

PEG 400 in bottom phase
Potassium Concentrations
Experimental
EPNN
0.3145
0.30019
0.3351
0.32607
0.3761
0.37449
0.3973
0.40367

PEG Concentrations
Experimental EPNN
0.02982
0.0305
0.02709
0.0254
0.0224
0.02305
0.02095
0.0212

Table 5.2: Comparisons between EPNN prediction and experimental data for

PEG 400 in top phase
Potassium Concentrations
Experimental
EPNN
0.0685
0.0685
0.0578
0.05605
0.0469
0.04498
0.0395
0.03805

PEG Concentrations
Experimental EPNN
0.29905
0.2875
0.33274
0.3202
0.37224
0.3679
0.38456
0.3973

Table 5.3: Comparisons between EPNN prediction and experimental data for

PEG 1000 in bottom phase
Potassium Concentrations
Experimental
EPNN
0.2156
0.21639
0.2556
0.2439
0.2808
0.27463
0.3081
0.30447

PEG Concentrations
Experimental EPNN
0.0308
0.03959
0.01362
0.0108
0.0071
0.01053
0.00854
0.0056

Table 5.4: Comparisons between EPNN prediction and experimental data for

PEG 1000 in top phase
Potassium Concentrations
Experimental
EPNN
0.0664
0.07545
0.0553
0.05709
0.046
0.04979
0.037
0.04462

PEG Concentrations
Experimental EPNN
0.24818
0.2502
0.29344
0.2902
0.32371
0.3256
0.35769
0.3637
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5.4 Bioremediation Model Reduction
5.4.1 Introduction

As the worldwide concern for the protection of the environment grows, more people
are seeking and developing ways to eliminate the contaminants from more than two
hundred years of industrial activities. One of the promising techniques to eliminate organic contaminants is biodegradation. With the increasing applications of
biodegradation in waste treatment, better modeling and better understanding of the
ongoing biodegradation process is also increasingly demanded. However, due to the
nature of complex mechanism of such processes, it is difficult to develop a complete
and reliable, structured model using traditional methods without many unsuccessful
modeling trials and arbitrary assumptions. Such limitations can significantly decrease the applicability and reliability of existing models. Therefore, it is desirable
to develop alternative ways to model biodegradation processes.
The focus in this section will be on the model reduction of an existing in-situ
bioremediation model using EPNN techniques. The original model and processes
can be found in the literature (Mandal, 1998). The original model was developed for
biodegradation in a soil batch bioreactor.
In order to model the process, the original approach made simplifying assumptions and divided the process into two levels of material balances: aggregate phase
and mobile phase. For the aggregate phase, the material balance of the biodegradable component in a different segment of the spherical aggregates is represented in
Equation 5.7:
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The first term on the right represents the intra-aggregate diffusion, the second
term represents the rate of biodegradation and the third term is the adsorption rate.
The biodegradation rate (Bd ) and the associated biomass growth rate are given by
the equations 5.8 and 5.9, respectively (Mandal, 1998):

Where Ca is the 2-CP concentration, b is the concentration of biomass, A is the
specific growth rate constant in the Andrews model and fi e is the specific death
rate constant. The specific growth rate was described by an inhibitory biokinetic
model (Andrews model). One of the major problems in the original model is that
it is extremely difficult to determine the exact value of the parameter (Vic ) in the
aggregate phase model from experimental data. Therefore, arbitrary assumptions
about /2, are needed on a limited number of available values in the literature during
the parameter determination step as well as the final model verification step (Mandal,
1998).
Due to the arbitrary assumption on the modeling parameters, the original
model fits poorly with the experimental data in some cases, although several trials
had been made to guess an approximate value of the parameter. Therefore, in
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order to avoid the above arbitrary assumptions in parameter determination, EPNN
is applied in the biodegradation process modeling as an alternative and efficient way
to reduce the existing model to the forms without such arbitrary assumptions.

5.4.2 Data Processing and Results

The experimental data are obtained from the literature, which are from the biodegradation experiments of 2-chlorophenol by a pure culture (Pseudomonas pickettii) in
a jacketed batch reactor (Mandal, 1998). Prio to applying EPNN to reduce this
biodegradation model, the overall yield coefficient was assumed constant. Therefore
the biomass concentration growth rates should be dependent only on their initial
concentrations of biomass and 2-CP and the time of the process under the same
experimental conditions (constant temperature and controlled 0 2 concentrations).
This is a reasonable assumption as made by Mandal (1998).
Under the above simplifying assumptions, empirical symbolic models can be
extracted from EPNN modeling of the experimental biomass growth curves. In the
modeling process, the input set of EPNN is: the current time of the process relative
to the initial starting time; the initial concentration of 2-chlorophenol (2-CP) and
the initial concentration of biomass. The total nodes(neurons) of each individual
EPNN net is set to two, which are both the output nodes: the prediction of biomass
concentration and the prediction of 2-CP concentration at the present time. The
function set is: {+, x, exp and ln}. The gene pool size was designed as 1500 and
the mutation pool size was 1000. The maximum depth of formula tree is restricted
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to 100. In order to simplify the procedure, the comprehensive fitness function is set
to the combined mean squared error in Equation 5.10.

where R1 and R-2 are the mean squared error of prediction of biomass concentration
and the mean squared error of the prediction of 2-CP concentration, respectively.
All the 15 sets of experimental data were used to train the EPNN system
in order to get maximum coverage of all possible data ranges. The experimental
data were randomly mixed together prior to model training. Furthermore, statistical
"significance test" (Jonathan, 1991) was utilized during the training process to avoid
over-fitting data. The basic algorithm of significance test is to compare standard
deviation for the target variable, obtained in the training process performed for the
real data set, to standard deviations obtained using the same evolved formulae for
artificially generated data sets with random permutations of the values of the target
attribute between different records. If the latter is significant larger than the former
one, then the evolved EPNN formulae has not over-fitted the real data set. A total of
6,727 generations evolved before the EPNN system reached a satisfactory solution.
The final evolved symbolic system of equations extracted from the fittest individual
EPNN net is listed in Equation 5.11 and the associated network structure is shown
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in Figure 5.13.

where N1 and No are the output nodes prediction of biomass concentration and
prediction of 2-CP concentration, respectively. d 1 ,d 2 , d 3 are the model input variables
time, initial biomass concentration and initial 2-CP concentration, respectively.
It has to be pointed out that the values of No and N1 are bounded to non-negative
numbers by the boundary condition specified in Equation 5.12. When time (d 1 ) is
larger than the boundary upper limit, the value of N o will be artificially set to zero
and N1 will be set to remain the maxima value reached at the boundary upper limit
value of d 1 .

where f (d2, d3) is an implicit function defined in Equation 5.13:
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Figure 5.13: Evolved EPNN structure for biodegradation

Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show an example of the training results of EPNN
compared to the fitting results of the original model using experiment K-13. Table
5.5 shows the corresponding comparisons between EPNN prediction results and the
original model for K-13. Because the original dissertation (Mandel, 1998) does not
include the simulated data sheet, the simulated data of the Andrews based model
were obtained using the adaptive stepsize controlled Runge Kutta method, which
-

can be found in the literature (Press et al., 1993). The mean square errors of EPNN
prediction of biomass concentrations and 2-CP concentrations for K-13 are 0.3375
and 1.67, respectively, while the original model prediction for K-13 has mean square
errors of 5.89 and 10.95. Besides K-13, for all other experimental data sets, EPNN
achieves much better fitness than the original Andrews equation based model.
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5.4.3 Discussion

From the above results of the EPNN prediction, it is shown that EPNN can produce
a more accurate empirical model for the studied biodegradation process. In addition, unlike the original Andrews equation based growth rate model, the EPNN
approach does not require any arbitrary assumptions on modeling parameters, or
any trials before guessing a value of the model parameters. The EPNN can automatically establish empirical symbolic relationships between initial concentrations
and the current concentrations through the training process.
The discovered relationship equations (Equation 5.11 ) can be used as a substitute for the Andrews equation based growth rate model in the original modeling
system. Therefore, the biodegradation rate (Bd ) in Equation 5.7 can be replaced
with EPNN empirical equations (Equation 5.11). In such a modified model, it is
thus not necessary to make trials and use guessing about the value of µc in further
calculations. However, asymptotic behavior cannot be predicted over time and must
be monitored (such as artificial cut off negative values) in order to avoid spurious
results obtainable about deterministic modeling.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between experimental data and EPNN prediction of
concentration profiles for 2-chlorophenol and biomass in experiment K-13
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between experimental data and the original Andrews
model prediction of concentration profiles for 2-chlorophenol and biomass in
experiment K-13

Table 5.5: Prediction comparison for experiment K-13

Time(h)

Biomass (Exp)

2-CP (Exp)

Biomass (EPNN)

2-CP (EPNN)

Biomass (Andew)

2-CP (Andrews)

0.25

10.4

88.2

10.3458

90.9766

10.68

87.8

0.5

10.7

87.8

10.5771

89.5984

10.97

86.97

0.75

10.7

86.5

10.8122

88.1762

11.26

86.11

1

10.8

85.6

11.0513

86.7176

11.57

85.22

1.25

10.9

83.7

11.2947

85.2279

11.89

84.31

1.5

11.2

82.3

11.5428

83.7106

12.21

83.36

1.75

11.5

81

11.7960

82.1679

12.55

82.39

2

11.8

80.4

12.0546

80.6010

12.9

81.38

2.33

12.2

79.2

12.4048

78.4971

13.38

80

2.58

12.6

78.7

12.6775

76.8768

13.75

78.91

2.75

12.8

77.7

12.8668

75.7621

14.02

78.13

3

13

76

13.1511

74.1040

14.42

76.99

3.25

13.4

74.9

13.4431

72.4236

14.83

75.79

3.5

13.7

73

13.7431

70.7209

15.27

74.54

3.75

13.9

71.5

14.0517

68.9959

15.71

73.25

4

14.4

69.5

14.3695

67.2487

16.18

71.91

Table 5.5: Comparison for K-13 (Continued)

4.25

14.9

67.9

14.6971

65.4794

16.66

70.52

4.5

15.2

65.8

15.0350

63.6877

17.16

69.07

4.75

15.6

63.8

15.3840

61.8739

17.68

67.56

5

16.1

62

15.7446

60.0379

18.23

65.99

5.25

16.4

60.2

16.1177

58.1797

18.79

64.35

5.5

16.7

58

16.5039

56.2993

19.38

62.65

5.75

17.2

55.9

16.9040

54.3967

20

60.86

6

17.8

53.9

17.3188

52.4718

20.64

59.03

6.25

18

52

17.7493

50.5248

21.31

57.08

6.5

18.3

49.9

18.1964

48.5556

22.02

55.04

6.75

18.9

47.7

18.6609

46.5642

22.76

52.9

7

19.4

45.6

19.1439

44.5505

23.54

50.65

7.25

20

43.7

19.6465

42.5147

24.35

48.29

7.5

20.5

41.7

20.1697

40.4567

25.22

45.79

7.75

20.8

39.2

20.7148

38.3765

26.13

43.16

8

21.3

37.8

21.2829

36.2740

27.09

40.38

8.25

21.9

35

21.8753

34.1494

28.11

37.43

Table 5.5: Comparison for K-13 (Continued)

8.5

22.1

32.1

22.4935

32.0026

29.2

34.3

8.75

22.6

31.1

23.1387

29.8336

30.35

30.96

9

23.2

29.7

23.8126

27.6423

31.58

27.4

9.25

23.9

27.2

24.5167

25.4289

32.88

23.65

9.5

24.6

25.4

25.2526

23.1933

34.29

19.58

9.75

25.4

23.5

26.0220

20.9354

35.79

15.25

10

26.2

19.1

26.8268

18.6554

37.37

10.68

10.25

27.1

18.4

27.6690

16.3532

38.95

6.123

10.5

27.9

15.6

28.5504

14.0288

40.33

2.12

10.75

29

12.6

29.4732

11.6821

40.98

0.2543

11

30.1

10.6

30.4397

9.3133

41.06

0.01485

11.25

31.4

7.25

31.4522

6.9223

41.07

0.0008172

11.5

32.5

4.82

32.5130

4.5090

41.07

0.00004304

11.75

33.9

2.66

33.6249

2.0736

41.07

0.000002266

12

34.7

0.81

34.7904

0.8840

41.07

1.193E-07

12.25

35.5

0

36.0125

-0.2864

41.07

6.281E-09

CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the previous chapters, in the context of a discussion of limitations of traditional
methods and an history overview of the development of artificial intelligence, EPNN
was introduced and its usefulness was demonstrated in the modeling of three typical
chemical processes.
More precisely, Chapter 1 introduced the history of chemical process modeling
and the necessity for developing data based modeling approaches. In Chapter 2
some of the limitations of traditional thermodynamic modeling methods found in
the literature were discussed. A brief historical overview of artificial intelligence was
also included in Chapter 2, followed by a more focused discussion of artificial neural
networks and evolutionary computing techniques and their limitations. Then the
current trends in the development of artificial intelligence were introduced and the
need for developing a new hybrid method in process modeling was discussed.
In Chapter 3, the objective of the dissertation was presented as a guideline.
Following the dissertation objective, Chapter 4 included a detailed discussion of the
EPNN modeling system: its structures, compositions, algorithms, modeling parameters and their considerations as well as EPNN implementation.
Applications in three distinctive chemical processes were demonstrated in
Chapter 5. Comparisons with traditional neural networks were made in the dynamic neutralization process and the aqueous two phase system. Model reduction
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of a biodegradation process was presented as the third application, showing the
advantage of using EPNN over the traditional Andrew equation based model.
From the discussed example cases, it is clear that the EPNN approach is capable
of modeling complex, dynamic or steady-state systems. EPNN can be also used to
generate empirical symbolic formulae for chemical processes where determination of
traditional modeling parameters is extremely difficult or even non-applicable.
In summary, the EPNN modeling system has the following features:
• Feedback links in EPNN network can be formed through training(evolution)
to perform multi-step ahead prediction for dynamic nonlinear systems.
• Unlike those applications combining neural networks and genetic algorithms,
symbolic formulae can be extracted from EPNN modeling results for further
theoretical analysis and process optimization.
• EPNN system can also be used for data prediction tuning. In which case, only
a minimum number of initial system conditions need to be adjusted. Therefore,
the network structure of EPNN is more flexible and adaptable than traditional
neural networks.
• Due to the polymorphic and evolutionary nature of the EPNN system, the
initially randomized values of constants in EPNN networks will converge to the
same or similar forms of functions in separate runs until the training process
ends. The EPNN system is not sensitive to differences in initial values of the
EPNN population. However, if there exists significant larger noise in one or
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more data sets in the whole data composition, the EPNN system will probably
fail to converge to a satisfactory level of prediction on these data sets.
• EPNN networks with a relatively small number of neurons can achieve similar or better performance than both traditional thermodynamic and neural
network models.

The developed EPNN approach provides alternative methods for efficiently
modeling complex, dynamic or steady-state chemical processes. EPNN is capable of producing symbolic empirical formulae for chemical processes, regardless of
whether or not traditional thermodynamic models are available or can be applied.
The EPNN approach does overcome some of the limitations of traditional thermodynamic/transport models and traditional neural network models.

CHAPTER 7
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although the developed EPNN approach has many promising advantages over
existing thermodynamic or transport models or even traditional artificial intelligence
techniques, it is still important to point out the known issues and limitations of
current EPNN modeling techniques.
Because EPNN is based on genetic programming, due to the stochastic nature
of evolutionary computing, EPNN is not guaranteed to converge in all cases. When
a large number of nodes (i.e. over 20) are used on the testing platform (Pentium II
233MHz, 96MB RAM and Windows NT 4.0), the EPNN evolves very slowly. This
may be caused by a large search space or too many possible solutions for the system.
For systems with a small number of inputs/outputs variables (less than 20), or for
systems that can be reduced into subsystems of such scale, EPNN is suitable and is
an efficient way to establish empirical models.
In other cases, when strong or radical interactions are coexisting with the inputs, EPNN may fail to converge or yield any meaningful results at all. This occurred in one of our pre-screening experiments, which involved the prediction of organic waste biodegradation rate constants based on the group contribution method
(Tabak and Govind, 1993).
It may also be necessary to develop an improved version of the CME function
(Equation 4.6) when many simultaneous outputs are desired. One of the possible
improvements is designing CME as a n-dimensional weighted vector containing n
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different mean square errors as shown in Equation 7.1. Then in the n-dimensional
vector space, the objective of evolution will be minimizing the CME vector to obtain
maximum fitness.

where R i is defined by Equation 4.7 and w i is its associated weight constant.
As a performance limitation, EPNN can evolve or converge very slowly in some
highly nonlinear or noisy environments. For example, in the case of biodegradation
model reduction, it took the EPNN system more than 6,000 generations before it
reached a satisfactory solution. Though the whole process was automatically controlled, it still took several hours (4 to 6 hours) in the testing platform. This may
be due to the highly nonlinear relationship between the biodegradation rate and the
initial concentrations in real world as compared to the simple Andrew model.
It is necessary to develop a more comprehensive diversity control over the gene
pool when given a large search space. A search-space-size calculation table can
be integrated into the EPNN evolutionary strategies. The table can be used as a
validation tool for random formulae evolved from EPNN. In order to optimize EPNN
modeling processes, the size of the search space table may be significantly reduced by
incorporating a high-level of existing chemistry or physical knowledge of the target
process. In such cases, more constraints can be added into the validation method of
the search space table. The search space table can be also used to create formula
trees of uniformly distributed depth. However, too strict constraints may yield nonconverging models. Therefore, it is necessary to develop adaptive constraints in large
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search spaces. Some further discussions can be found elsewhere (Chakraborty, 1999).
In more radical environments, co-evolution of interactive species may be more
desirable than single species evolution in the current EPNN system. Some recent
studies on co-evolution can be found in the literature (Puppala et al., 1998; Hirasawa
et al., 2000; Berlanga et al., 2000). During co-evolution, one set of algorithms can
be used for modeling the detailed chemical engineering process, while another set
of algorithms can be used to monitor, evolve and modify the algorithm parameters
or constants. In this way, more directed or self-adjustable evolving meta-algorithms
can be developed.
Furthermore, it may be an effective way to include fitness distributions to design
more efficient and faster converging systems (Fogel and Ghozeil, 1996). Parallel
computing techniques may also be worthy of serious consideration to improve the
computing efficiency and develop a more computing-powerful EPNN system.
In some engineering cases, if strong noise coexists in the process inputs, or the
process is conducted in a noisy environment, it is necessary to develop methods to
consider the noise in the model and can still properly model the process. Such improvement efforts can be based on noise processing models from recent developments
(Beyer, 2000; Wong et al., 2000).

APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODES

The C ++ source code for EPNN modeling system.

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <list>
#include <map>
#include <string>
#include <algorithm>
#include <f stream>
#include <sstream>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
extern "C"
{

#include<time.h>
}

#define EPNN_VER 2.1
using namespace std;
//*********************************************
//* Class Parameters
//*********************************************
class Parameters {
public:
Parameters();
bool allowFeedback;
int Num Of_Inputs;
int numNodes;
int Num Of_Outputs;
double aeltaData;
int steps; //how many steps calc for each individual
int maxDepth;
double
double
double
double

qDataTypeChange;
qNodeType;
qNodeTypeChange;
qNodeFuncChange;

int gpoolsize;
int mpoolsize;
double mutate_rate;
int docking;
double dif_eps;
bool isSigDiffer(double, double);
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double desired_fitness;
double mild_diversity;
double min_diversity;
double min_qReplacement;
void diversity_control(double);
double max_eps;
double max_output;
//function pack
double Operate(int,double, double);
bool isSingleFunc(int);
int numFunctions;
string fWriteOut(int, string s1, string s2);
void write_diverse(ostream os);
void WriteOut(ostream
void Readln(string s);
private:

) const;

double mr,qdtc, qnfc, qntc;
void save_diverse(void);
void restore_diverse(void);

I;
void Parameters::ReadIn(string s)
{

if stream is(s.c_str());
if(!is)

throw "Parameter File Not Found!";

is>>allowFeedback;
is>>Num_Of_Inputs;
is>>Num Of_Outputs;
is>>numRodes;
is>>gpoolsize;
is>>mpoolsize;
is>>desired_fitness;
is>>mild_diversity;
is>>min_diversity;
is>>min_qReplacement;
}

void Parameters::WriteOut(ostream os) const
{

os<<allowFeedback<<" ";
os<<Num_Of_Inputs<<" ";
os<<Num Of_Outputs<<" ";
os<<niunRodes<<" ";
os<<gpoolsize<<" ";
os<<mpoolsize<<" ";
os<<desired_fitness<<" ";
os<<mild diversity<<" ";
os<<min_diversity<<" ";
os<<min_qReplacement<<" ";
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void Parameters::write_diverse(ostream os)
{
os<<endl<<"Mutation Parameters"<<endl;
os<<mutate_rate<<" "<<qDataTypeChange<<" ";
os<<qNodeTypeChange<<"<<qNodeFuncChange<<endl;
}
void Parameters::save_diverse(void)
{
mr=mutate_rate;
qdtc=qDataTypeChange;
qnfc=qNodeFuncChange;
qntc=qNodeTypeChange;
}
void Parameters::restore_diverse(void)
{
mutate_rate=mr;
qDataTypeChange=qdtc;
qNodeFuncChange=qnfc;
qNodeTypeChange=qntc;
}
void Parameters::diversity_control(double div)
{
if(div < mild_diversity ) {
mutate_rate *=div;
qDataTypeChange *=div;
qNodeFuncChange *=div;
qNodeTypeChange *=div;
if(mutate rate<0.001 II
qDataTypeChange <0.001 II
qNodeFuncChange <0.001 II
qNodeTypeChange <0.001)
restore_diverse();
}

return;

restore_diverse();
}

return;

// determine whether or not is significantly different!!!
bool Parameters::isSigDiffer(double dl, double d2)
{

if( d1==0 && d2 ==0) return false;
if(d1==0 && d2 !=0) return true;
if( d2==0 && dl !=0) return true;
if(d1/2>.5Id1 )
return true;
if( fabs((d1-d2)/d2) > dif_eps) return true;
return false;
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}
string Parameters::fWriteOut(int idx, string s1, string s2)
{

string res;
if(idx>=numFunctions II idx <0 ) return res;
switch (idx)
{

case 0:

case 1:

case 2:

case 3:

case 4:

default:

res += "+";
res +=s2;
break;
res += "-";
res +=s2;
break;
res += "*";
res +=s2;
break;
res += "/";
res +=s2;
break;

res=1;

res=1;

res=1;

res=1;

res="exp(";
res+=s2;
res+=")";
break;
break;

}

return res;
}

bool Parameters::isSingleFunc(int idx)
{

bool yes=false;
// if(idx==5) yes=true;
return yes;

}

double Parameters::Operate(int idx, double dl, double d2)
{
double res=0;
Twitch(idx)
case 0:
case 1:

res=dl+d2;
break;
res=d1-2;
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case 2:
case 3:
case 4:
default:

break;
break;

res=d1*2;

if(d2==0) res=0;
else res=d1/d2;
break;
res=exp(d2);
break;
break;

}

}

return res;

Parameters::Parameters() {
allowFeedback=false;
Num Of_Inputs=1;
numRo
des=1;
Num_Of_Outputs=1;
deltaData=0.1;
numFunctions=4;
//maybe changed accordingly
maxDepth=120;
qNodeType=0.65;
qDataTypeChange=0.6;
qNodeFuncChange=0.6;
qNodeTypeChange=0.65;
steps=3;
gpoolsize=100;
mpoolsize=50;
mutate_rate=0.5;
docking=2;
dif_eps=0.005;
desired_fitness=500;
max_eps=60000.0;
max_output=60000.0;
mild_diversity=0.18;
//threshold for parameter diversity control
min_diversity=0.18;
//threshold for pool diversity control
min_qReplacement=0.2;
//threshold for minimum replacement rate.
}

save_diverse();

Parameters paras;
//*********************************************
//* Class RandomData to Generate Random Data
//*********************************************
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class RandomData {
public:

private:

double GenRanData(void);
int GenRanlnt(int);
RandomData() ;
const unsigned long int Modulus;
unsigned long int seed;
unsigned long int result;

I;
RandomData::RandomData() : Modulus(2147483647)
{
double temp;
seed=result=0;
for(int i=0; i<200; i++)
temp=GenRanData();
return;
}

double RandomData::GenRanData(void)
{

seed=(unsigned long int ) (seed +
(unsigned long int) time(NULL)*31);
seed= (unsigned long int ) ( seed ) 'h Modulus;
if ( result==0 ) result=seed;
result=result+seed;
result=(unsigned long int ) result * 31 'h Modulus;
return (unsigned) (result-0.5) / (double) (Modulus);
}

//Generate random integer between 0 and d-1
int RandomData::GenRanlnt(int d)
{

}

double temp=GenRanData();
int k=(int) (temp*d);
if (k>=d) k=0;
return k;

RandomData rans;
//******************************************************
//* class DataPool to hold input/node values
//******************************************************
class DataPool {
public:
double * inputs;
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vector<double> inPool;
double * nodes;
int dpSize;
int numDP;
int curNode;
bool isNodeInit;
DataPool();
DataPool();
void stepInput(int);
void regulize(void);
-

1;
void DataPool::regulize(void)
{
for(int i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
{
if(nodes[i] > paras.max_output)
nodes[i]=paras.max_output;
if (nodes [i] < (-1.0)*paras.max_output)
nodes[i]= (-1.0)* paras.max_output;

/*

// not allow negative values !
if(nodes[i]< -0.01)
nodes[i]=paras.max_output;
if (nodes [i] <0)
nodes[i]=0.0;
*/

}

}

void DataPool::stepInput(int curDP)
{

for(int i=0; i<paras.Num_Of_Inputs; i++)
{
inputsai=inPool[curDP*dpSize+i];
}
}
DataPool:: DataPool()
{
delete [] inputs;
delete [] nodes;
~
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DataPool::DataPool() {
inputs=new double [paras.Num_Of_Inputs];
for(int i=0; i<paras.Num_Of_Inputs; i++)
inputs [i]=0;
nodes=new double [paras.numNodes];
for(i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
nodes[i]=0;
curNode=0;
isNodeInit=true;
inPool.clear();
}

DataPool dpool;
//******************************************************
//* class ElementalData to hold number, input or
feedbacks
//*
//******************************************************
class ElementalData {
public:

ElementalData();
void Mutate(void);
double value(void);
void WriteOut (ostream &) const;
void Readln (istream &);
friend ostream operator<<(ostream

const ElementalData &);

bool isConst(void) { return type==0; }
ElementalData & operator= (double);
private:

1;

double constant;
int inindex;
int f index;
int type;
void ReGenerate(void);

ElementalData ElementalData::operator = (double x)
{

type=0;
inindex=-1;
findex=-1;
constant=x;
}

return (*this);

ostream operator<< (ostream os, const ElementalData ed)
{

switch(ed.type)
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{

case 0:
case 1:
case 2:
default:

os<<ed.constant;
break;
os<<'d'<<ed.inindex;
break;
os<<'N'<<ed.findex;
break;
break;

}

return os;
}

void ElementalData::WriteOut(ostream os) const
{

os<<type<<'
<<constant<<'
<<inindex<<'
<<findex<<";
return;
}

void ElementalData::ReadIn(istream & is)
{

is>>type;
is>>constant;
is>>inindex;
is>>findex;
return;
}

double ElementalData::value(void)
{

switch (type) {
case 0:
return constant;
case 1:
return dpool.inputs[inindex];
case 2:
return dpool.nodes[findex];
default:
break;
}

return constant;
}

void ElementalData::Mutate(void)
{

double mtype=rans.GenRanData();
if(mtype > paras.cpataTypeChange)
{

ReGenerate();
return;
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switch (type)
{
case 0:
if(rans.GenRanData() < 0.5)
constant +=rans.GenRanData() * paras.deltaData;
else
constant -=rans.GenRanData() * paras.deltaData;
break;
case 1:

inindex= rans.GenRanInt(paras.Num_Of_Inputs);
break;

case 2:
findex=rans.GenRanInt(paras.numNodes);
if(! paras.allowFeedback)
while (f index < paras.Num_Of_Outputs)
findex=rans.GenRanInt(paras.numNodes);
break;
default:
}

break;

}

c

.E lementalData::ElementalData()

}

type=0;
constant=0;
findex=0;
inindex=0;
ReGenerate();

void ElementalData::ReGenerate
{

type=rans.GenRanInt(3);
if(paras.numNodes == paras.Num_Of_Outputs)
type=rans.GenRanInt(2);
if(! paras.allowFeedback &&
dpool.isNodelnit && type==2)
type=1;
switch (type) {
case 0:
case 1:

constant=rans.GenRanData();
break;
inindex= rans.GenRanInt(paras.Num_Of_Inputs);
break;
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case 2:
findex=rans.GenRanInt(paras.numNodes);
if(! paras.allowFeedback)
while(findex < paras.Num_Of_Outputs)
findex=rans.GenRanInt(paras.numNodes);
break;
default:

break;

}
}
//******************************************************
//* Class TreeNode: holds the function tree
//******************************************************
int depth=0;
class TreeNode {
public:
double value(void);
void Mutate(void);
TreeNode();
TreeNode(int);
TreeNode(char); //define zero ground tree;
TreeNode();
bool isSingle(void);
~

friend ostream & operator<<(ostream &, const TreeNode &);
void WriteOut(ostream & os) const;
void Readln(istream & is);
TreeNode & operator=(const TreeNode &);
private:

void clear(void);
int type;
int funindex;
ElementalData data;
TreeNode * lchild, * rchild;
void funcMutate(void);

1;
TreeNode & TreeNode::operator = (const TreeNode & tr)
{

clear();
type=tr.type;
funindex=tr.funindex;
data=tr.data ;
if (type==0)
return (*this);
if(tr.lchild) {
lchild=new TreeNode(0);
(* lchild) = (* tr.lchild );
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}
if(tr.rchild) {
rchild=new TreeNode(0);
(* rchild) = (* tr.rchild );
}

return (*this);
}

void TreeNode::clear(void)
{

if(lchild) delete lchild;
if(rchild) delete rchild;
lchild=rchild=0;
type=0;
funindex=-1;
}

bool TreeNode::isSingle(void)
{

if(type==0) return true;
if(paras.isSingleFunc(funindex)) return true;
return false;
}

void TreeNode::WriteOut(ostream & os) const
{

os<<type<<";
data.WriteOut(os);
os<<funindex<<";
if (lchild)
lchild->WriteOut(os);
if (rchild)
rchild->WriteOut(os);
if (type !=0)
os<<";

}

void TreeNode::ReadIn(istream & is)
{

clear();
is>>type;
data.ReadIn(is);
is>>funindex;
if(type==0)
{

if(lchild) delete lchild;
if(rchild) delete rchild;
lchild=rchild=0;
return;
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if(lchild) delete lchild;
if(rchild) delete rchild;
lchild=rchild=0;
lchild=new TreeNode(1);
lchild->ReadIn(is);
if(! paras.isSingleFunc(funindex))
{

rchild=new TreeNode(1);
rchild->ReadIn(is);

}
return;
}

ostream & operator<<(ostream & os, const TreeNode & tr)
{

if(tr.type==0)
}

{

os<<tr.data;
return os;

if(paras.isSingleFunc(tr.funindex)) {
string sl, s2;
ostringstream oss;
oss<<(* tr.lchild);
if(! (tr.lchild->isSingle()))
sl="(";
si +=oss.str();
if(! (tr.lchild->isSingle()))
s1 +=")";
os<<paras.fWriteOut(tr.funindex,s1,s2);
return os;
}
string s1, s2;
ostringstream oss1, oss2;
ossl<<(* tr.lchild);
oss2<<(* tr.rchild);
if (! (tr.lchild->isSingle()))
sl="(";
if (! (tr.rchild->isSingle()))
s2="(";
s1 +=ossl.str();
if ( ! (tr.lchild->isSingle()))
si +=")";
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s2 +=oss2.str();
if(! (tr.rchild->isSingle()))
s2 +=")";
os<<paras.fWriteOut(tr.funindex,s1,s2);
}

return os;

TreeNode:: TreeNode()
~

{

if(lchild) delete lchild;
if(rchild) delete rchild;
lchild=rchild=0;
}
TreeNode::TreeNode(int c)
{

}

lchild=rchild=0;
funindex=-1;
type=0;

TreeNode::TreeNode()
{

lchild=rchild=0;
funindex=-1;
type=0;
if(rans.GenRanData() > paras.qNodeType)
type=1;
else type=0;
if(depth > paras.maxDepth) type=0;
switch(type)
{

case 0:
case 1:

default:
}

break;
funindex=rans.GenRanInt(paras.numFunctions);
depth ++;
lchild=new TreeNode;
if(!paras.isSingleFunc(funindex))
rchild=new TreeNode;
break;
break;

//define zero ground tree
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TreeNode::TreeNode(char)
{
lchild=rchild=0;
funindex=-1;
type=0;
//zero ground depth !
depth=0;
if(rans.GenRanData() > paras.qNodeType)
type=1;
else type=0;
if(depth > paras.maxDepth) type=0;
switch(type)
{

case 0:
case 1:

default:
}

break;
funindex=rans.GenRanInt(paras.numFunctions);
depth ++;
lchild=new TreeNode;
if(!paras.isSingleFunc(funindex))
rchild=new TreeNode;
break;
break;

}
double TreeNode::value(void)
{
double res;
if(type==0)
res=data.value();
else
{

if(lchild ==0)
throw "Empty tree evaluation!";
if(paras.isSingleFunc(funindex))
res=paras.Operate(funindex,lchild >value(),0);
-

else
{

if(rchild==0)
throw "Empty tree evaluation!";

}

}

res=paras.Operate(funindex,
lchild->value(), rchild->value());

return res;
}

void TreeNode::Mutate(void)
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{

bool change=rans.GenRanData() > paras.qNodeTypeChange;
if (!change)
{

switch(type){
case 0:
data.Mutate();
break;
case 1:
funcMutate();
break;
default:
break;
}
}

return;

//type change mutation!
if(type==0) {
type=1;
depth=0; // reset depth for adding a new subtree;
funindex=rans.GenRanInt(paras numFunctions);
depth ++;
lchild=new TreeNode;
if(!paras.isSingleFunc(funindex))
rchild=new TreeNode;
}

return;

if(type==1) {
type=0;
depth=0; //reset depth for subtree;
if(lchild) delete lchild;
if(rchild) delete rchild;
lchild=rchild=0;
}

return;

return;
}

void TreeNode::funcMutate(void)
{

bool change=rans.GenRanData() > paras.qNodeFuncChange;
// determine whether or not should change function types
if(! change)
{

if(lchild) lchild->Mutate();
if(rchild) rchild->Mutate();
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return;
}

depth=0;

//reset depth for changing functions;

funindex=rans.GenRanInt(paras.numFunctions);
if(paras.isSingleFunc(funindex) && rchild)
{

delete rchild;
rchild=0;
return;

}

if(! paras.isSingleFunc(funindex) && !rchild)
{

}

depth ++;
rchild=new TreeNode;
return;

return;
}
//******************************************************
//* class EPNNet defines a single EPNN individual net
//******************************************************
class EPNNet {
public:
TreeNode * nodes;
EPNNet();
EPNNet (string s); //read data from input;
EPNNet();
double fitness(void);
void invalidate(void) { fits=-1; curDP=0;}
// invalid net, should be discared !!!
bool isValid(void);
void
void
void
void

Mutate(void);
incLife(double);
setLife(double);
CrossOver(EPNNet &);

void WriteOut(ostream & os) const;
void ReadIn(istream & is);
friend ostream & operator<< (ostream &, const EPNNet &);
double getFitness(void) const
{ return fits*(1.0-life);
}

void ref resh(bool); //recalculate the fitness !
bool operator <(const EPNNet &) const;
EPNNet & operator =(const EPNNet &);
double Predict(int, int);
private:

void Initlnputs(string s);
void stepInput(void);
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void calc(void);
void stepCalc(void);
double ems(int);
int curDP;
double fits;
double life;
1;
double EPNNet::Predict(int idx, int n)
{
if (idx <0 II idx>=dpool.numDP)
throw "Prediction out of range!";
if(n<0 II n>= paras.Num_Of_Outputs)
throw 'Prediction out of range!";
double res;
int cur=curDP;
curDP=idx;
stepInput();
for(int i=0; i<paras.steps; i++)
stepCalc();
res=dpool.nodes[n];
curDP=cur;
return res;
}

void EPNNet::setLife(double d)
{
life=d;
}
EPNNet & EPNNet::operator = (const EPNNet & net)
{
curDP=net.curDP;
fits=net.fits;
life=net.life;
for(int i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
nodes[i]=net.nodes[i];
return (*this);
}

bool EPNNet::operator < (const EPNNet & net) const
{

}

return (getFitness()) >= (net.getFitness());

void EPNNet::CrossOver(EPNNet & net)
{

int idx1=rans.GenRanInt(paras.numNodes);
int idx2=rans.GenRanlnt(paras.numNodes);
TreeNode tr;
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// invode the copy operators !!!
tr=net.nodes[idx1];
net.nodes[idx1]=nodes[idx2];
nodes [idx2] =tr;
}

void EPNNet::incLife(double d)
{

life +=d;
if(life>=1.0)
invalidate();
}

void EPNNet::Mutate(void)
{

for(int i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
nodes[i].Mutate();
}

EPNNet:: EPNNet()
~

{

if

delete [] nodes;

}

ostream & operator<<(ostream & os, const EPNNet & net)
{

for(int i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
{

os<<endl<<"N"<<i<<"= ";
os<<net.nodes[i];
}

return os;
}

void EPNNet::Readln(istream & is)
{

}

for(int i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
nodes[i].ReadIn(is);

void EPNNet::WriteOut(ostream & os) const
{

for(int i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
{

os<<"\r\n";
nodes[i].WriteOut(os);
}

}
bool EPNNet::isValid(void)
{

if(fits>=0) return true;
return false;

//recalculate fitness !!!
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void EPNNet::refresh(boól debug)
{
char c;
//recalculation !

curDP=O;

double * eps=new double[paras.Num_Of_Outputs];
double * emax=new double[paras.Num_Of_Outputs];
double temp;
for(int i=0; i<paras.Num_Of_Outputs; i++)
feps[i]=0; emax[i]=0; }
for(i=0; i<dpool.numDP; i++ ) {
calc();
for(int j=0; j<paras.Num_Of_Outputs; j++)
{

if(eps[j]>paras.max_eps) {
eps[j]=paras.max_eps;
}
temp=ems(j)*ems(j);
//adding max error consideration
if(temp>emax[j]) emax[j]=temp;
}

eps[j] +=temp;

}

for(i=0; i<paras.Num_Of_Outputs; i++)
if(eps[i]>paras.max_eps)
eps[i]=paras.max_eps*paras.max_eps
*dpool.numDP;
for (i=0; i<paras.Num_Of_Outputs; i++)
eps[i]=sqrt(eps[i]/dpool.numDP);
// adding max error consideration;
for(i=0; i<paras.Num_Of_Outputs; i++)
{

if(emax[i]>paras.max_eps) emax[i]=paras.max_eps;
eps[i]=0.7*eps[i]+0.3*sqrt(emax[i]);
}

i<paras.Num_Of_Outputs; i++)
if(eps[i]>paras.max_eps)
eps[i]=paras.max_eps;
fits=1.0;

for

for(i=0; i<paras.Num_Of_Outputs; i++)
fits *=eps[i];
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fits=exp(log(fits)/(double)(paras.Num_Of_Outputs) );
if(fits!=0) fits=1.0/fits;
else fits=paras.desired_fitness;
fits=fits*(1.0-life);
deleten eps;
deleteD emax;
}
double EPNNet::fitness(void)
{
if(dpool.inPool.size() < paras.Num_Of_Inputs + paras.Num_Of_Outputs )
throw "EPNN Net not proporly initialized!";
if (fits >=0 ) return getFitness();
refresh(false); //recalculate fitness!!!!
}

return getFitness();

//idx should be 0 -- Num_Of_Outputs -1
double EPNNet::ems(int idx)
{

double res;
res=dpool.inPool[(curDP-1)*dpool.dpSize + paras.Num_Of_Inputs + idx];
res -= dpool.nodes[idx];
}

// return absolute output difference;
return res;

void EPNNet::calc(void)
{

if(dpool.inPool.size() < paras.Num_Of_Inputs + paras.Num_Of_Outputs )
throw "EPNN Net not properly initialized!";
stepInput();
for(int i=0; i<paras.steps; i++)
stepCalc();
}

fits=-1.0;

void EPNNet::stepCalc(void)
{

vector<double> d(paras.numNodes);
for(int i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
d[i]=nodes[i].value();
for(i=0; i<paras.numNodes; i++)
{
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dpool.nodes[i]=d[i];
}

}

dpool.regulize();

void EPNNet::stepInput(void)
{

dpool.stepInput(curDP);
}

curDP ++;

void EPNNet::Initlnputs(string s)
//initialize the data pool:: inputs !
{

if(dpool.inPool.size() !=0)
return;
if stream ifs;
ifs.open(s.c_str());
if(! ifs)
throw "data file not file!";
//read-in all the data into buffer;
double dp=0;
ifs>>dp;
while(! (!ifs) ) {
dpool.inPool.push_back(dp);
ifs>>dp;
}
curDP=0;
//******************************************************
dpool.dpSize=paras.Num_Of_Inputs+ paras.Num_Of_Outputs;
dpool.numDP=dpool.inPool.size()/dpool.dpSize;
//******************************************************
fits=-1;
life=0.0;
}
EPNNet::EPNNet()
{

nodes=new TreeNode[paras.numNodes];
// dpool.inPool.clear();
curDP=0;
fits=-1;
life=0.0;
if

==0)
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fdpool.dpSize=0; dpool.numDP=0;}
}

EPNNet::EPNNet(string s)
{

dpool.isNodeInit=true;
nodes=new TreeNode [paras numNodes] ;
dpool.isNodeInit =false;
curDP=O;
fits=-1;
life=0.0;
Initlnputs(s);

}

//******************************************************
//* class EPNNMoldel defines EPNN modeling system
//******************************************************
void netRefresh (EPNNet & net)
{
}

net.refresh(false);
// refresh the fitness calculation !!!

// End of definition of function object :)
class EPNNModel {
public:
EPNNModel(string s);
void Evolve(void);
bool Finished(void);
void WriteOut(ostream & os) const;
void Readln(istream & is);
const EPNNModel &);
friend ostream & operator<<(ostream
void WriteFittest(ostream & os) const;
void WriteOut(string s) const;
void WriteFittest(string s) const;
void Readln(string s);
void Predict(string s);
void train_results(void);
private:

list<EPNNet> genepool;
list<EPNNet> mutpool;
EPNNModel();
void regenerate(string s);
void renew(void);
void refresh(void);
void mutate(void);
EPNNet & m_at(int);
double diversity(void) const;
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void pool_merge(void);
void newlife(list<EPNNet> &);
void dyna_adjust(void);
//***************************
//* Debug informations
//***************************
unsigned long int generation;
unsigned int replacement;
string data_file;
1;
void EPNNModel::Predict(string s)
{

of stream ofs(s.c_str());
if(!ofs)

throw "Cannot create file for prediction!";

ofs<<endl<<"Prediction Results"<<endl;
ofs<<"Format: (Experimental Data) "
<<"(Prediction Data) ...."<<endl;
list<EPNNet>::iterator it=genepool.begin();
int idx=0;
for(int i=0; i<dpool annIDP; i++)
{

ofs<<endl;
for(int j=0; j<paras.Num_Of_Outputs; j++)
{

idx=i*(dpool.dpSize);
idx+=paras.Num_Of_Inputs + j;

}
}

}

ofs<<dpool.inPool[idx]<<" ";
ofs<<it->Predict(i,j)<<" ";

return;

bool EPNNModel::Finished(void)
{

double fit;
fit=genepool.begin()->getFitness();
if(fit>=paras.desired_fitness)
return true;
return false;
}
//renew at most 3 fittest individual in the net!!!
void EPNNModel::renew(void)
{

EPNNet * netl, * net2, * net3;
netl=net2=net3=0;
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double vals; int count=0;
list<EPNNet>::iterator it;
it=genepool.begin();
vals=it->getFitness();
netl = new EPNNet(data file);
(*net1)= (*it); count ++;
while(count <=3 && it != genepool.end())
{
if(paras.isSigDiffer(vals, it->getFitness()))
{

count ++;
if (count ==2 )
{
net2 = new EPNNet(data_file);
(*net2)=(*it);
}

if (count==3)
{

net3=new EPNNet(data_file);
(*net3) = (*it);
}

}

it++;
}

regenerate(data_file);
it=genepool.begin();
if(netl) {
(*it)=(* netl);
delete net1;
it++;
}
if(net2) {
(*it)=(* net2);
delete net2;
it++;
}
if(net3) {
(*it)=(* net3);
delete net3;
it++;
}

}

// dynamically adjust modeling parameters
// to better fit the target system
void EPNNModel::dyna_adjust(void)
{

double div, qr;
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div=diversity();
paras.diversity_control(div);
//calculate replacement ratio
qr=(double)(replacement)/(double)(paras.mpoolsize);
if(div<paras.min_diversity II
qr < paras.min_qReplacement)
renew();
return;
}

// set life=0 for each individuals in the list
void EPNNModel::newlife(list<EPNNet> & lis)
{
list<EPNNet>::iterator it;
for(it=lis.begin(); it !=lis.end() ; it++)
it->setLife(0);
}
void EPNNModel::ReadIn(string s)
{
ifstream ifs(s.c_str());
if(!ifs)
return;
}

ReadIn(ifs);

void EPNNModel::WriteFittest(string s) const
{
of stream ofs(s.c_str());
if(!ofs)
throw "Cannot create output file!";
WriteFittest(ofs);
}
void EPNNModel::WriteOut(string s) const
{

of stream ofs(s.c_str());
if(!ofs)
}

throw "Cannot create output file!";

WriteOut(ofs);

void EPNNModel::pool_merge(void)
{

int dock=0;
list<EPNNet>::iterator mit;
list<EPNNet>::const_iterator nit;
nit=mutpool.begin();
while(nit != mutpool.end() )
{
mit=genepool.begin();
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dock=0;
while(dock < paras.docking && mit !=genepool.end() )
{
if((*mit).getFitness() < (*nit).getFitness()) {
(* mit) = (* nit);
replacement ++;
(*mit).refresh(false);
mit++; dock ++;
continue;
}
if((*mit).getFitness() == (*nit).getFitness()) {
dock ++; mit ++;
continue;
}
if((*mit).getFitness() > (*nit).getFitness())
dock=0;
mit ++;
}
}

nit ++;

}
double EPNNModel::diversity(void) const
{

double div=0, prev=0;
int count=0;
list<EPNNet>::const_iterator
it=genepool.begin();
prev=it->getFitness();
count++;
for(it=genepool.begin(); it!=genepool.end(); it++)
{
if(paras.isSigDiffer(prev,it->getFitness())) {
count++;
prev=it->getFitness();
}
}
div=(double) (count) / (double)(paras.gpoolsize);
}

return div;

/*
double EPNNModel::diversity(void) const
{

double div=0, prev=0;
list<EPNNet>::const_iterator
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it=genepool.begin();
prev=it->getFitness();
it++;
for(; it!=genepool.end(); it++)
{

}

div +=fabs(prev - it->getFitness())/prev;
prev=it->getFitness();

div= div/(genepool.size()-1);
}
*/

return div*10.0;

//refresh pool fitness
void EPNNModel::refresh(void)
{

for_each(genepool.begin(), genepool.end(), netRefresh);
genepool.sort();
}

ostream & operator<<(ostream & os, const EPNNModel & model)
{

int count=0;
os<<endl<<"Generation="<<model.generation<<endl;
os<<"Diversity="<<model.diversity()<<endl;
list<EPNNet>::const_iterator it;
os<<"Gene Pool =>"<<endl;
for(it=model.genepool.begin(); it!=model.genepool.end(); it++)
{

os<<it->getFitness()<<" ";
count++;
if(count >50) break;
os<<end1;

/*

*/

os<<"Mutation Pool =>"<<endl;
for(it=model.mutpool.begin(); it!=model.mutpool.end(); it++)
os<<it->getFitness()<<" ";
os<<end1;
os<<"Replacement="<<model.replacement<<endl;
return os;

void EPNNModel::WriteFittest(ostream & os) const
{

//*******************************************************
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//* Output the extra information for fittest individual
//*******************************************************
char buf[20];
_strdate(buf);
os<end1;
os<<"**************************************************"<<endl;
os<<"* Information Regarding The Fittest Individual *"<<end1;
*"<<end1;
os<<"*
*"<<end1;
Date: "<<buf<<"
os<<"*
os<<"**************************************************"<<end1;
os<<"Fitness="<< genepool.begin()->getFitness()
<<end1;
os<<"Generation="<<generation<<endl;
os<<"Inputs:";
for(int i=0; i< paras.Num_Of_Inputs; i++)
os<<'d'<<i<<";
os<end1;
os<<"Outputs:";
for(i=0; i< paras.Num_Of_Outputs; i++)
os<<'N'<<i<<";
os<end1;
os<<(* genepool.begin());
os<end1;
os<<"********** End of Report *************************";
os<<end1;
}
void EPNNModel::WriteOut(ostream os) const
int count=0;
os<<generation<<endl;
list<EPNNet>::const_iterator it;
for(it=genepool.begin(); it!=genepool.end(); it++)
{

}

it->WriteOut(os);
count ++;
if(count >50) break;

WriteFittest(os);
}
void EPNNModel::ReadIn(istream & is)
{

int count=0;
is>>generation;
list<EPNNet>::iterator it;
for(it=genepool.begin(); it!=genepool.end(); it++)
{

it->ReadIn(is);
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}
}

count++;
if(count>50) break;

refresh();

void EPNNModel::Evolve(void)
dyna_adjust();
replacement=0;
for_each(genepool.begin(), genepool.end(), netRefresh);
genepool.sort();
//*********************************************
//** Generate the mutation pool
//*********************************************
list<EPNNet>::iterator nit, mit;
nit=genepool.begin();
mit=mutpool.begin();
for(int i=0; i< paras.mpoolsize; i++)
{
(* mit) = (*nit);
mit++; nit++;
}
mutate();
for_each(mutpool.begin(), mutpool.end(), netRefresh);
mutpool.sort();
genepool.sort();
pool_merge();
generation ++;
nit=genepool.begin();
nit->refresh(true);
}

return;

void EPNNModel::mutate(void)
list<EPNNet>::iterator nit=mutpool.begin();
int idx1=0;
for(int i=0; i< paras.mpoolsize; i++, idxl++)
{
if(rans.GenRanData0<paras.mutate_rate)
{
(* nit).Mutate();
}

else
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}

int idx2=rans.GenRanInt(paras.mpoolsize);
if(idx2 != idxl)
(* nit).CrossOver(m_at(idx2));

}

}
EPNNet EPNNModel::m_at(int idx)
{
list<EPNNet>::iterator mit=mutpool.begin();
int i=idx;
while(i>0) {
mit ++;
i --;
}
}

return (* mit);

EPNNModel::EPNNModel()
{
genepool.clear();
mutpool.clear();
EPNNet * net;
//only initialize gene pool !
for(int i=0; i<paras.gpoolsize; i++)
{
net=new EPNNet;
genepool.push_back(* net);
}

//only initialize mutation pool !
for(i=0; i<paras.mpoolsize; i++)
{
net=new EPNNet;
mutpool.push_back(* net);
}
generation=1;
replacement=0;
data_file="";
}

void EPNNModel::regenerate(string s)
{
genepool.clear();
EPNNet * net;
//only initialize gene pool !
for(int i=0; i<paras.gpoolsize; i++)
{

net=new EPNNet(s);
genepool.push_back(* net);
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}

return;
}

EPNNModel::EPNNModel(string s)
{

genepool.clear();
mutpool.clear();
EPNNet * net;
//only initialize gene pool !
for(int i=0; i<paras.gpoolsize; i++)
{

net=new EPNNet(s);
genepool.push_back(* net);
}

//only initialize mutation pool !
for(i=0; i<paras.mpoolsize; i++)
{

net=wEPN(s);
mutpool.push_back(* net);
}

refresh();
generation=1;
replacement=0;
data_file=s;
}

//******************************************************
//* Main fucntion driver
//******************************************************
void show_usuage(void)
{

cout<<end1;
cout<<"*****************************************"«endl;
*"<<endl;
cout<<"* EPNN Modeling Command Parameters
*"<<end1;
cout<<"*
Version "<<EPNN_VER
cout<<"*
*"<<endl;
<<"
cout<<"*****************************************"<<endi;
cout<<"Usage 1:"<<end1;
cout<<"**********************************"<<endl;
cout<<"epnn paras.dat"<<end1;
cout<<"**********************************"<<end1;
cout<<" (Creating modeling parameters.)"<<end1;
cout<<"where \"paras.dat\" is the output file name "<<end1;
cout<<" to save input modeling parameters."<<endl;
cout<<end1;
cout<<"Usage 2: "<<end1;
cout<<"**********************************"<<end1;
cout<<"epnn paras.dat data.dat"<<endl;
cout<<"**********************************"<<end1;
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cout<<"(Run Modeling Training.)"<<end1;
cout<<"where \"paras.dat\" is the parameter file; "<<end1;
cout<<" \"data.dat\" is the normalized data file."<<end1;
cout< end1;
cout<<"Usage 3:"<<endl;
cout<<"**********************************"<<end1;
cout<<"epnn /p paras.dat data.dat"<<end1;
cout<<"**********************************"<<end1;
cout<<"(Run Modeling Prediction.)"<<end1;
cout<<"where \"paras.dat\" is the parameter file; "<<end1;
cout<<" \"data.dat\" is the normalized data file."<<end1;
}
void init_paras(const char * pfile)
{
of stream ofs(pfile);
if(! ofs)
throw "Can not create output file";
cout< end1;
cout<<"Please Input your parameters one by one,"
<<" using -1 for default."<<end1;
double d; int i;
//**********************************
cout<<endl<<"allowFeedback=";
cin>>i;
if(i !=-1) paras.allowFeedback=i;
cout<<endl<<"Num_Of_Inputs=";
cin>>i;
-1) paras.Num_Of_Inputs=i;
if
cout<<endl<<"Num_Of_Outputs=";
cin>>i;
-1) paras.Num_Of_Outputs=i;
if
cout<<endl<<"numNodes=";
cin>>i;
-1) paras.numNodes=i;
if
cout<<endl<<"gpoolsize=";
cin>>i;
-1) paras.gpoolsize=i;
if
cout<<endl<<"mpoolsize=";
cin>>i;
if(i!= -1) paras.mpoolsize=i;
cout<<endl<<"desired_fitness=";
cin>>d;
if(d!= -1) paras.desired_fitness=d;
//******************************************
cout<<endl<<"mild_diversity=";
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cin>>d;
if(d!= -1) paras.mild_diversity=d;
cout<<endl<<"min_diversity=";
cin>>d;
if(d!= -1) paras.min_diversity=d;
cout<<endl<<"min_qReplacement=";
cin>>d;
if(d!= -1) paras.min_qReplacement=d;
paras.WriteOut(ofs);
return;
}
void prediction(const char * file1, const char * file2)
{

int i;
string pars(file1), dats(file2);
string savel("farm.dat");
string save2("results.dat");
cout<<"Initializing
paras.ReadIn(pars);

Please wait...."<<end1;

EPNNModel model(dats);
model.ReadIn(save1);
for(i=0; i<4; i++)
model.Evolve();
cout<<end1;
Please wait...."<<end1;
cout<<"Predicting
model.Predict(save2);
cout<<"Prediction finished!"<<endl;
cout<end1;
cout<<"Please check ";
cout<<"\""<<save2.c_str()<<"\" for details.";
cout<<end1;
}

return;

int main (int argc, char * argv[])
{

try{
switch(argc)
{

case 1:

case 2:

case 3:

show_usuage();
return 0;
init_paras(argv[1]);
return 0;
break;
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case 4:
if(strcmp(argv[1],"/p") !=0 &&
strcmp(argv[1],"/P") !=0)
throw "Wrong command parameters!";
prediction(argv[2],argv[3]);
return 0;
default:

throw "Wrong command parameters!";

}
string
string
string
string

pars(argv[1]), dats(argv[2]);
savel("farm.dat");
save2("fittest.dat");
training("trains.dat");

paras.ReadIn(pars);
EPNNModel model(dats);
model.ReadIn(save1);
do
{

cout<<"numDP="<<dpool.numDP<<endl;
cout<<model;
if(model.Finished()) break;
model.Evolve();
model.Predict(training);
model.WriteFittest(save2);
model.WriteOut(save1);

}
while(! model.Finished()) ;

cout<<end1;
cout<<"*****************************************"<<endl;
*"<<end1;
Model Fitting has finished
cout<<"*
cout<<"*****************************************"<<endl;
cout<<" The EPNNModel is saved in ";
cout<<"\""<<save1.c_str()<<"\"."<<endl;
cout<<" The fittest individual is shown";
cout<<" in \""<<save2.c_str()<<"\"."<<endl;
}
//*****************************************
//* Exception dealing system
//*****************************************
catch ( const char * msg)
{

cout<<msg;

cout<end1;
cout<end1;
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catch (bad_alloc &)
{

cout<end1;
cout<<"MEMORY CANNOT BE ALLOCATED!";
cout<<end1;
return -1;

}

catch (...)
{

cout<end1;
cout<<"Unknown error occured!";

}

return 0;
}

APPENDIX B
INTERNET RESOURCES

The presented dissertation is largely based on branches of modern soft computing and
artificial intelligence. Because of rapid development and progress in these fields, the
best way to track the most recent progress is to look up and search on the internet.
Therefore, a brief collection of internet resources is listed below. The listed internet
resources can be used as a starting point to search for most updated information on
artificial intelligence and soft computing.
• The Genetic Computing Notebook.

http://www.geneticprogramming.com/
• USENET newsgroup for evolutionary computing.

news:comp.ai.genetic
• FAQ for comp.ai.genetic

http://alife.santafe.edu/ joke/encore/www/
• USENET newsgroup for neural networks.

news:comp. ai.neural nets
-

• FAQ for comp.ai.neural nets
-

ftp://ftp.sas.com/pub/neural/FAQ.html
• The Hitch Hiker's Guide to Evolutionary Computation.
-

http://alife.santafe.edu/ joke/encore/
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• World Online Conference on Soft Computing (WSC).

http://www.bioele.nuee.nagoya u.ac.jp/WFSC/
-

• IEEE Neural Network Council Home Page.

http://www.ewh.ieee.org/tc/nnc/
• International Neural Network Society

http://cns web.bu.edu/INNS/index.html
-

• Japanese Neural Network Society (JNNS), (in Japanese)

http://jnns.infeng.tamagawa.ac.jp/English/index e.html
-
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